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Abstract

Wl1en discussing the allocation of resources to gifted students in their schools.
principals draw upon a nwnber of discursive resources to explain, justify.
maintain and dismiss arguments relating to equity and student needs. Tius
discourse analysis of interviews with New Zealand principals shows how
language is used to build a construct of'giftedness', which is limiting in its view
of the characte1istics of gifted children and their educational needs. Principals
describe their school's gifted educational programmes as being based upon the
' restTictions' of organisational structures which leads to the prioritisation of
students ' needs. ' Often the needs of special needs students are prim·itised over
those of gifted students in the name of 'equity '. Educators' discourse, which
tends to focus on teclmical issues rather than theoty, helps to cloak the moral and
ideological natme of such practice by presenting it as the result of pragmatic
issues beyond the influence of school principals. Analysis of educators' discourse
is an important basis from which to challenge practice, which limits the
educational oppotttmities of gifted students.
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SECTION ONE: Context
Introduction
In his account of the hist01y of gifted education in

ew Zealand Moltzen ( 1996) paints

a picture of a country led by committed individuals who float at the mercy of tides of
fashionable education and govenunent policy. With each new wave of interest comes
new definitions, programme ideals and theories designed to promote and improve
education for gifted children. Eventually. however. the tide turns and promoters of
gifted education find themselves defending their beliefs and competing for resources
and support. While \loltzen describes the cu1Tent situation as ''holding more promise
than many previous periods" he is not fully optimistic. ·'There is... no real reason to
believe that any improvements will be more enduring than the short-lived gains of the
past" (Moltzen. J 996: I). ll1is pessimistic view tends to pervade the work of many
educators in the field of gifted education. The teaming needs of gifted and talented
children receh e little recognition. little conunitment. and little sustained supp011 by
policy-makers in ~ew Zealand (0' eill et al. 1995 :2).

More recently C'athcat1 notes that ''unsurprisingly. an international review of gifted
education ... concluded that New Zealand has one of the weakest commitments to the
gifted'' (Cathcart 1996: 122). While she acknowledges a number of initiatives in this
area she is not overly hopeful: ·'the legacy of our inadequate teacher training,
resourcing and advisory support will be with us for some time yet'' (Cathcart
1996: 122). The Ministry of Education's most recent publication on the topic ''has
been published in response to the growing awareness that mru1y of our gifted ru1d
talented students go unrecognised, and that those who ru·e identified often do not take
pa11 in an educational progranune appropriate to their needs" (Fancy in Anderson ,

2000).

Is the reason some find little hope in the future of gifted education due to the fact that
the views and attitudes of educationalists, as seen duough their language, has changed
little in the last century? Clark ( 1992) claims that despite research to the contra1y
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many myths about the nature of gifted children persevere. "The same statements
continue to be made and the same beliefs continue to be expressed as though
throughout the years there have been no new data ava ilable about how human beings
learn'' (Clark, 1997:84).

Passow (in Siegel & Jausovec, 1994) desctibes attitudes toward giftedness as cyclical,
conunenting that at that time attitudes in Europe seemed to be turning toward increased
involvement and awareness. This is reflected in a number of'attitude studies· that
portray positive feelings towards gifted students (Simdchens & Sellin, 1976: Leyser &
Abrams, I 982 : Pruish et el.. 1993: O'Neill, 1995). However. Begin and Gagne ( 1994)
are reluctant to conclude one way or another as to a definitive public attitude towards
educational services for gifted students. "If there is any consensus co1ning from the
results of these surveys, it is the total absence of consensus regarding this question.
The opinions expressed range fiom complete rejection of such services, usually based
on ideological grounds, to unreserved supp011 for them" (Begin & Gagne, 1994:74).

A study of attitudes is important if one is interested in examining current practice in
gifted education. especially if the aim is to advocate for change.

~I cAlpine ( 1992)

claims '"attitudes \\hich society holds towards the gifted and talented are amongst the
most pervasive forces affecting their welfare" (28). He reasons that attitudes are linked
to both administrative and policy decision making and to gifted children's self-concept
and mental health. Gross (in O'Neill. 1995) claims factors in the provisions for gifted
education in Australia to be ''the extent to which the principal can withstand the
egalitarian ethos of the education system" and ·'the attitudes of the community"
(O'Neill. 1995:2). "Attitudes of educators towards gifted students affect not only the
students and their performance, but also the acceptance and effectiveness of the gifted
programme and the morale of the school as a whole.'' (Clark, 1997:82/3)

How one measures such attitudes and beliefs is however a topic of debate. Potter and
Wetherell ( 1987) question the generalisations made by empirical research methods,
claiming that the malleable and contextual nature of an 'attitude' make it unsuitable for
the constraints of questionnaire based studies. Siegel and Jausovec ( 1994) describe
how community attitudes can be explained in tenns of cultural, social and political
influences. They illustrate this through the variance in attitudes towards gifted
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education in Europe, as reflected in the vruiance in political ideologies. fn Eastern
Europe gifted students were use-d as political propaganda while in the U K mixed
ability classes are reflective of ·equality ' based political ideals (Siegel & Jausovec,

1994).

It may not be the act1ons of the past that are holding us back, but rather an ideology
and 'attitude' towru·d gifted children that still shows in the discourse of educators.
This study has examined the ' attitudes' of New Zealand educational administrators
through an investigation of the discourse used by principal s in their di scussions on
gifted education . The word attitude is used in a broad sense to include ideo logical and
pragmatic issues (as is discussed further). TI1ese attitudes are discussed in terms of
social, cultural and political ideology and the implications of such on practice.
Through the presentation of the discourse used by educators and discussion of the
implications o f such discourse readers may come to fom1 an understanding of why
promoters of gifted education fight against pessimism . Perhaps these understandings
"ill encourage individuals to examjne and challenge their ov.tl discourse in tem1s of
gifted education in New Zealand.
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Attitudes towards Gifted Education
Several attitude studies on issues in gifted education can be found and quoted.
Howeyer these studies are diverse in both their construct and their objectives, making
it difficult to present a cohesive report on just what are ·society's at1itudes' towards
gifted education. The cultural, social and political nature of attitudes, the variance in
definitions of giftedness and the debate over what constitutes valid research makes
such a goal complex. if not w1realistic. The following discussion summarises the
common themes presented by intemational writers and researchers in the field of
education.

One of New Zealand's early influences in the field, George Parkyn, noted the influence
of egalitarianist attitudes towards gifted education. "I am aware that there will be not
a fe,, teachers who will regard my proposals as undemocratic" (Parkyn. 1953:229).
"The effort being made is threatened equally by those, on the one hand, who wish to
retain a sharp distinction between the kind of educational pro' ision that is suited to the
highly intelligent and that which is sufficient for the majority. and by those on the
other hand, who appear to scent unjust privilege in almost any fonn of selection and
educational differentiation" (Parkyn, 1953 :216).

Parkyn's work is based on tJ1at of Lewis Tennan, a researcher who Moltzen ( 1996)
claims "laid the foundation for a more accepting attitude towards the gifted by
presenting them as 'real' people rather than maladjusted 'freaks'" (Moltzen. 1996:2).
This highlights the situation at the time (the 1950's): a major issue for gifted educators
was public acceptance of their charges, and in order to gain that public acceptance
gifted children had to be seen confonning to the social expectations of the time. Such
attitudes were named "anti-intellectualism" by Fox in l968 when he found societal
attitudes were based on the belief that intellectual brilliance is not 'nonnal' and
therefore to be distrusted (in Wyatt, 1982: 140).

The need to seek out public acceptance seems to be a recurring theme in gifted
education globally, as can be seen from such titles as "Responsibility for Gifted

/,earners

A Plea for the Encouragement o.fC/assroom Teacher Support" (Wyatt,

J 982) and "Building Advocacy Through Program Design, Student Productivity and
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Public Relarions ·· (Renzulli & Reis. 1991-1 ). This last title shows the critical
importance of reflecting on the way attitudes affect educational practice. The title
seems to imply that catering for public approval should take priority over planning for
children's actual learning needs.

Renzulli, whose educational models have had popular acceptance in

ew Zealand

(Townsend. 1996). describes programmes for gifted students as 'extremely vulnerable'
and claims that supporters of gifted education need to provide 'defensible' answers to
their critics (Renzulli. 1977: I) The word 'defensible' occurs not only in the title of his
book but also repeatedly in its contents as he sn·ives to provide the rationale of his
work and by doing so give educators in the field of gifted education defence against
criticism. One of the goals of his model is 'to minimise elitist attitudes and negative
connotations often associated with the traditional gifted programme' (Riley.

1996: 188).

This highlights his concern about the public perception of gifted education. much of
which he blames on the\\ ay gifted education and children are represented through
language. "We should judiciously avoid sa) ing that a young person is either ·gifted'
or ·not gifted· . It is precisely these kinds of statements that offend many people and
raise all of the accusations of elitism that have plagued our field.·· (Renzulli, 1991 -

1: 183) Renzulli's statements illustrate the depth of associated meaning attached to the
label 'gifted'. "The misuse of the concept of giftedness has given rise to a great deal of
criticism and confusion about both identification and programming and the result has
been that so many mixed messages have been sent to educators and the public at large
that both groups now have justifiable scepticism about the credjbility of the gifted
education establishment and our ability to offer services that are qualitatively different
from general education" (Renzulli, 1992:35)

One can quote several attitude studies that conclude that gifted students are thought of

in a positive light. The defmition of an attitude used by Smidchens and Sellin was
identified through three behaviours: willingness to support services, willingness to
teach and willingness to have one's own child interact wid1 a gifted chjJd (Simdchens
& Sellin, 1976: I 09). This they measured with a weighted scale questioMajre, given to
teachers in the United States of Ame1ica,: from I'd like it l'ery much through to I'd be
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strongly against it. From this they concluded that "mentally advanced leamers" were
viewed as positive to teach, but not a high priority for service (Sirndchens & Sellin,
1976:111). A similar study of teachers, also in America.. by Leyser and Abrams
(1982), using a ·social distance scale' showed that ''gifted groups represent the
favourable end on an acceptance-rejection continuum·· and. interestingly. that ·'gifted
persons are the only ones who would be accepted as spouses·· (Leyser & Abrams.
L982:232). While their scale rated teacher· s attitudes by asking a series of questions
on a scale of acceptance (from "1 would many that person" to "1 would exclude that
person from my countly") they did not ask the teachers to rate how they felt about
having such children in their classroom. A decade later Parish, Menuey and Knowles
found through their 'Personal Attribute inventory· that American "teachers' attitudes
toward handicapped sn1dents were significantly more negatiYe that their attitudes
toward gifted students'' (Parish et el.. 1993:250).

In 1998 Taplin and White repOJted that their questionnaire study found that parents of
gifted children in Australia view programs that are currently provided quite posith·ely.
but believe there should be more provision and more support from schools if their
children are to be adequately catered for (Taplin & White. 1998:46 ). Recently
conducted

e\\ Zealand studies give simi lar results. 0'1 eill ( 1995) and others

conducted a telephone survey of 100 adults to detennine attitudes towards programmes
for gifted children. They found ·'parents and the general public wanted schools to do
more to challenge able students and to provide differentiated methods of teaching"
(O'NeilL 1995 :2). Another study, designed to measure attitudes towards acceleration
for gifted children, showed a somewhat different result i11 tenns of the attitudes of
educators. Townsend and Patrick ( 1996) surveyed teachers and teacher trainees using
an attitude scale and concluded that "the academic acceleration of young, gifted
children in school is viewed with suspicion by many educators in spite of a great deal
of research indicating positive effects on achievement and few if any negative effects
on social and emotional adjustment'' (Townsend & Patrick, 1996:2).

It is important to look critically at the methodology and design of these studies when
considering their results. Studies that rely on questionnaires and standardised
interviews often tend to limit the range of responses available to a participant.
Research which sets out to compare responses against pre-set vruiables can miss
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important factors as participants are not always encouraged to elaborate on their
answers (Townsend & Patrick, 1996). Townsend and Patrick (I 996) themselves admit
the language used in their study may have swayed the results: "the tone of the attitude
scale (in which all items were worded negatively) may have been instrumental in
fostering a rather negative response set for the majority of respondents" (Townsend &
Patrick. I 996: I I).

Another problem is the preswnption that the researchers' definition of 'gifted' is
universally understood and agreed to by the patticipants. Some studies deliberately
compare attitudes towards gifted children against attitudes towards 'nonnal' and
'handicapped' students (see Parish et al, 1993: Leyser & Abrams, 1982). The
definition of each categ01y then becomes inter-relational: what one includes in each
categ01y depends upon what is included in the others. By presenting each categoty
simultaneously in one study researchers are forcing respondents to distinguish between
their attitudes towards each which may be an artificial representation of the
participants· actual feelings. Such practice sen es to fuel the polarisation of gifted and
special needs. gi\'ing further substance to the social construct of each group.

In fact. although dozens of studies have been conducted on the predictors of attitudes
towards gifted education, authors Begin and Gagne ( 1994) point out that it is still
difficult to pinpoint an explanation of the variation in attitude and the major factors
involved. They claim the difficulty comes in synthesising the diverse questionnaires.
the differing ways of measuring and defining 'attitude' and the noncomparability of
samples (Begin & Gagne, 1994).

Dunstan ( 1987) points out the complexity of analysing attitude statements.
'l11e expressiOn ofan opinion may righlly be taken at face value, hutm other cases it may
more appropnately represent the conscious or unconsctOUSJU3ttjicatton of Iudden personal
motivalton Some people may oppose special amemltesfor mlellectually gifted children
because they constder that their own children are msuifictenlly able to take adl'amage of
such things: bul since self-esleem will no/ permilthe real reason to be divulged, /hey
express thetr opposition in terms of socialmjustice or persona/tty damage. Others may
forcefully advocate special provisionfor I he gifted, and talk grandly aboul the realisalion of
human potential or the national interest; but the realisation on which they are
ovenvhelmingly bent is thai of their own ambilion for I heir cluldren {Bill} lei us not take
this objection too Jar. Once we become preoccupied with the subjectivity ofattitudes and
opinions we are ultimately led into the futile position ofbeing unable to accepl whal anyone
says he thinks aboul anylhing. And in one way or a no/her we are all imerested parlies now
(Dunstan, /987:53).
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Potter and Wetherell ( 1987) claim the problem with traditional attitude studies lies in
the theory underpinning the design of such research. They have concerns about
research that operates under the assumption that an attitude is an enduring internal state
of mind or feeling. "From a discourse anal)1ic perspecti ve. given different purposes or
a different context a Yery different 'attitude' may be expressed·· (Potter & Wetherell,
L987:45). Due to the nature of discourse. attitudes are reconstmcted as they arc
expressed and so can be variable and contradictOiy in nature. "ln conversations people
do not repeat themselves exactly, but they formulate utterances which. at least in their
detail, are novel" (Billig. 1997:44). Thus as people discuss their stance or belief they
continually redefine themselves in tenns of their audience and the changing purpose
and function of their speech. This questions the generalisations made about attitudes
measured by empirical research methods.

However to critique research findings on the basis of their objectivity is to accept the
notion of objectivity as a feasible goaJ of research . Mishler ( 1986:2617) claims that
itl\'estigators '' ho tty to standardise interviewers. questions and responses are
attempting to "a\·oid rather than to confront direct!) the interrelated problems of
context. discourse and meaning'·. One could argue that the main problem '' ith the
approach taken in the types of attitude studies mentioned above is the approach taken
in these types of attitude studies. Such research works under the assumption that
'facts' are there for the finding and may be rooted out through rigorously standardised
'objective' rcseru·ch. These ' attitudes· are assumed to be independent entities
separated from ideology, culture and politics. Two points of contention may be raised
here: one concerns the nature of ·knowledge' and ·facts'. the other deals with the issue
of 'objectivity'. Both can be addressed in a discussion of discow-se analysis.
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Discourse analysis: What and why?
When embarking on topics of study in the social sciences researchers have a vast array
of research designs, methods and approaches to choose from . Each have diffe1ing
philosophical and theoretical backgrounds and assumptions. and these assumptions
need to be recognised when research results are made available for public inspection.
In employing the research design of discourse analysis this research makes an
assumption about language and the part it plays in the construction and regeneration of
'truth'.

Discourse analysis is partly based on criticisms of·conventional' research methods
(Tuffin. 1996:4). It has grown from a critical movement in social psychology ( Billig,
1997) spurred on by suppo11 from feminist poststructualism (Gavey, 1989) and
represents a change in both epistemology and methodology. Gergen ( 1997) claims that
traditional empirical research depends on the belief that kno'' ledge accumulates to
gi'e a value-neutral fix on the realities of social life. In contrast discourse analysis
follows an assumption that knowledge is constructed through social relations, is
transient and unstable. and closely associated with power (Gavey. 1989). ·All truth
claims are treated with scepticism and a critical stance towards taken-for-granted
knowledge is encouraged (Tuffin, 1996:2).

This analysis of discourse does not seek to present its findings as 'objective' static
'knowledge' or 'facts'. as these words are used in traditional research. "Researcher
findings don't have any meaning until they are interpreted. and these interpretations
are not demanded by the findings themselves. They result from a process of
negotiating meaning within the community'" (Gergen. 1997: 119). Because knowledge
is dependent upon interpretation it is difficult to claim it as value-free; instead it is
dependent upon those with the power to claim its status as 'knowledge'. "If there is
not an objective basis for distinguishing between true and false beliefs, then it seems
that power alone will detennine the outcome of competing truth claims" (Gavey,
1989:462). Gavey ( 1989) goes on to claim that it is through discourse that power is
exercised, established and perpetuated.

When knowledge is considered to be a process of social construction, objectivity is no
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longer assumed to be a factor and power relations come under sc1utiny. Theories of
language and discourse can be used to examine power structures and thus lead to
suggestions for change (Gavey, 1989). Language is the subject under study as it is
argued that language is the means of the social construction ofknowledge. Language
is not considered to be a neutral medium which simply "describes events as they really
happen", rather is regarded as more active, ·'constructing rather than reflecting that
which it portrays•· (Tuffm et al. 1996:4). " Language is the primary means by which
we create the categories that subsequently come to organi se o ur lives for us" (Poynton,
1989:4 ). It is these categories, the use of power and the subtl e construction of reality
that concems the discourse analyst.

Discourse analysts ts concerned with the ways 1t1 ~t·luch langua[.(e constructs
o/yl!cts, su~Jects and experiences, including sul~jeclll'tO' and a .H!I1SI! o,{self. They
argue that the lingutstic categories we use m order to describe real11y are not m
.feteI reflectlolls oj'inrrinsic and dejlningJearure ofenlilies. Instead. they bring into
belli[.( the o~;ects they describe. Funhermore. there ts alll'ay.s more than one II'~}' o,{
descnbmg something and our choice o,{holl' to u~e ll'ords to package perceptmns
and expenences gl\·es rise to particular l'erswm o_{eve11ts ami <~{rea/tty. !tr'i in
till\ Sl!me that language can be s01d to construct reality (JVrlltg, /999:2).
The construction of knowledge through language is regulated by the nature of
discourse itself - its link to ideology, its structural limitations and its social quality.
·' Individuals. when they speak, do not create their own language, but they use terms
which are culturally, historically, and ideologicall y available. Each act of utterance,
although in itself noveL carries an ideological history" (Bi llig, 1997:48). Ideology
cou ld be defined as ''the ways of thinking and behaving within a given society which
make the ways of that society seem natural or unquestioned to its members'' (Eagleton
in Billig. 1997:48). Ideology becomes the 'common sense' of society, or ' habits of
belief which then make inequalities appear natmal or inevi table (Billig, 1997:48).
The language of each individual reJects the ideology , social relations and discursive
actions of their time and place in hjstory.

But one should not asswne that a dominant ideology is accepted and regenerated
passively. Although it should be noted that actions are limited to the discourse that is
available there is still freedom to challenge existing ideo logies (once they are
recognised) and present alternative views. Discourse analysis can be used as a tool to
challenge social practices which perpetuate and legitimate exploitation and oppression,
and can faci litate empowerment through a repositioning of the subject (Wi llig,
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1999: 148). However the critique of common practice and freedom from dominant
ideology is not a synonym for the path to pure 'truth·. Instead society is simply
reconstructing a new ideology to live by.

As noted, the nature of discourse affects that production of knowledge.

ew discourse

production is limited by the boundaries of existing discourses. ''A discourse takes
effect indirectly or directly through its relation to another discourse" (Macdonnell,
1986:3). Thus it becomes difficult to express oneself outside of an existing discourse,
as new ideas are understood in tenns of their relation to the listeners' existing
understanding. We can only express what we have words for, and others can only gain
meaning through interpretations based on their present perceptions. This relation to
existing discourse then becomes the basis of new discourse construction. A discourse
then goes on to define itself not only by what it intends to express. but also by what it
neglects to express. ··Any discourse concerns itself with cenain objects and puts
fomard ce11ain concepts at the expense of others'' ('vlacdonell. 1986:3 ). What is
neglected is of as much imponance to the analyst as v.. hat is built into a discourse. "In
ill\ estigating ideologies one is looking not merely for the themes \\ hich are presented
as ·common sense· but also for what is commonsensically left unsaid and what is
assumed to be beyond controversy" (Billig. 1997:51 ).

Gee ( 1999) uses a study by Hanks (I 996) on Mayan culture to illustrate how difficult it
sometimes is to see reality-construction at work within one's own discourse. The
Mayans under study used the word 'drinking· to refer to partaking in their morning and
evening meal (for the total duration of social engagement, not just the actual activity of
consuming the meal) while 'eating' referred to their larger main meal in the
midaftemoon. This example illustrates how meaning is wedded to localised social and
cultural practice (Gee, 1999:63). Arguably many speakers would take for granted that
the words 'eat' and 'drink· as they stood in their language referred to standard common
practice - a 'real' activity not open to debate. "It is easy for us to miss the specificity
and local ness of our own practices and think we have general, abstract, even universal
meanings" (Gee, 1999:64). Instead one needs to recognise the localised social and
cultural nature of language in order to confront that which ifleft unchallenged may
continue inequities within society.
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It is impot1ant to clarify what is meant here by 'discourse'.

Gee (1999:7)

distinguishes between two common meanings of discourse: "little d" discotLrse he
defines as ''language-in-use", that is "how language is used on site to enact activities
and identities'' . The merge of this discourse with non-language ''stuff' is what Gee
( 1999:7) tenns "big d' ' Discourse. A Discourse concerns not just language but also
·'ways of thinking or feeling. ways of manipulating objects or tools, ways of using nonlinguistic symbol systems, etc" (Gee, 1999: I 0). "Discourses can split into two or more
Discotu·ses, or two or more Discourses can meld together. .. new Discourses emerge
and old ones die all the time... Discourses are always defined in relationships of
complicity and contestation with other Discourses (Gee, 1999:2 I /2). Although the
words ' language' and 'discourse· are often used interchangeably throughout this work,
it is Gee's concept of "big d Discourse" that has had most influence on the analysis
process undertaken in this research.

Discourses are not isolated or singular, but are diverse and variable. By offering
expressions of particular ' knowledge' a discourse offers society and individuals
options in tenns of their stance on this knowledge. "Discourses are multiple ... they
offer subject positions for individuals to take up ... the dominant discourses appear
·natural'. denying their own partiality and gaining their authority by appealing to
common sense'' (Gavey, 1989:464). Using differing discourses in differing situations
allows speakers to use language to gain desired results. For example when desctibing
an event a speaker's language may change depending on whether the intention is to
justify. condemn, persuade. accuse, deny. explain. excuse or request. One of the
major components of the analysis of discourse is the exploration of these functions of
language - how people use their language to do things (Potter & Wetherell, 1987).
·'Language is involved in doing some very important psychological business and for
this reason should be the focus of study in its own right'' (Tuffin et a1, 1996:5). These
functions will change according to the speaker's situation and audience, and thus there
will be variation in the discourse used. This variation, instead of becoming
problematic, becomes another area for analysis. The researcher is interested in the
different ways in which texts are organised, and the consequences of using certain
organisations rather than others (Potter & Wetherell, 1987).

It is important to note again the distinction between the goal of traditional research,
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which may be to discover, reveal or uncover some fact or truth (Gavey, 1989) and the
goal of discourse analysis which is more an aim to show how these ' truths' have been
constructed and regenerated- and thereby suggest how they might be challenged.
"The aim is to see how the themes of ideology are instantiated in ordinary talk. and
how speakers are pa1t of. and are continuing. the ideological history of the discursive
themes\\ hich they are using" (Billig. 1997:49).

In order to uncover discursive themes texts are analysed in tenns of their structure and
the function of this structure. Texts are not analysed in isolation rather they are to be
understood in terms of their context. 'Discourses' are examined in terms of their
relationship to other 'Discourses· . Rhetorical patterns. language choices, semantics.
contradictions, grammar, cultural models are among the things a discourse analyst may
look for. Researchers who unde11ake such sn1dy claim that there is no one set
'method' of achieving discourse analysis (Gavey, 1989). This leaves the novice ' up a
creek ' with far more paddles than hands. Gee ( 1999) suggests one way to start such an
analysis is to identify common themes or 'Conversations' incorporated in a discourse
as this may then lead to deeper examination of hidden ideology.
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Capital C- Conversations on Gifted Education
Within Discourses (big d) are a range of words, symbols and images that, within a
given time and place and with respect to a certain theme or topic. are regarded as
..appropriate'·. This is what Gee ( 1999) refers to as "big c" Conversations.
Conversations are ·'tong-running and impot1ant themes or motifs that have been the
focus of a variety of different texts and interactions (i n different sociaJ languages and
Discourses) through a significant stretch of time and across an array of institutions''
(Gee, 1999: 13). Identification of Conversations allows an analyst easier access to
·situated meanings' which circulate with and across Discourses in history (Gee,

1999:37). A situated meaning Gee defines as an image or pattern that we assemble 'on
the spot' as \Ve communicate in a given context, based on our construal of that context
and on our past experiences (Gee, 1994:80).

A review of the international literature on g ifted education highlights a number of
'Conversations' and presents common themes integral to education discourse. Cettain
' argwnents · can be identified and categorised. although in realtenns these arguments
are inter-related to each other and the ideological beliefs about equity. prionties.
societaJ needs and the nature of leaming that lie behind them. Dunstan ( 1987) uses a
typology of attitudes to illustrate the range of positions towards provisions for
giftedness. This typology separates supportive, neutral and hostile attitudes into
individual, societal, combined and unspeci tied subgroups.

Argw11ents placed under the heading societal-hostile are based on the ptiotitisation of
perceived 'sociaJ justice' over individual need (Dunstan, 1987:50). The 'pursuit of
actual equality' combined with the belief that gifted children are 'already favoured'
leads to the idea that special provision for gifted students ' provokes social dishannony'
(Dunstan, 1987:50). W11en operating under the assumption that g ifted students are
capable of success regardless of educational input or environment, it can argued that
specialist provision for gifted children is giving an added privilege to those already
advantaged. "They are going to succeed anyway" is a catch-cry often used as
justification when limited resources lead to prioritisation of services to special needs
children over gifted children (Clark. 1997; Cox, 1993; Linzer Swartz, 1994; Silverman,

1997; Townsend & PatTick, 1996).
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Often the educational experiences found in gifted programmes are perceived to be of
value to all students, and therefore to withhold such education fi·om all but a small
group is seen as elitist (Linzer Swartz, 1994: Parl,.ryn. 1953: Townsend & Patrick.
1996). The word ·elitist' has often been associated with gifted programmes (Begin &
Gagne. 1994: Borland 1997: Clark. 1997: Dunstan. 1987: Renzulli & Rcis, 1991:
Renzulli & Reis, 1992). Begin and Gagne ( 1994) claim statistics that show that
pruticipants in gifted programmes come in disproportionate nw11bers from more
affluent, non-minority families reinforce accusations of elitism. Some researchers in
gifted education have taken tlus concem as an indication that gifted identification
programmes need to be altered to ensure students of all races and backgrounds haYe
equal oppot1Unity of selection (Renzulli & Reis. 1991-1 ).

What Dunstan ( 1987) calls a 'societal-suppOiti ve · stance has been reflected by many
writers: that is that gifted children are an undeveloped resource of potential worth to
society. Gifted education is ru·gued to be a national investment in future leaders
necessary in an age o f international competition (Borland. 1997: Cox 1993: Linzer
Schwartz, 1994: O'Neill et all995: Renzulli & Reis. 1991-2: Young & T}re. 1992).
As with the position above this stance pits national good against individual need. The
focus is taken away from the need of the individual student dehumanisi ng policy
decisions and tuming children into potential adult assets or liabilities. "If the national
resource model is invoked. the rationale for gifted education is the promotion of the
common good, identification is a matter of predicting adult g1ftedness on the basis of
childhood behaviours and traits, and differentiated cuniculum serves to develop
potential so that adult productivity is realised" (Borlru1d, 1997: 15). TI1is suggests that
to focus on 'future potential' is to risk overlooking present needs.

ft could be argued that policy written under the direction of such a belief will provide
only for ce1tain definitions ru1d areas of giftedness, those seen by the dominant group
to be of importance to national development. "The value of the gifted to society often
depends on the shifting winds and priorities of their culture'' (Silverman, 1997:38).
What is to be included would be dependent on the cultural, economic and political
goals of the time. Dunstan ( 1987) points out another danger; if gifted education is to
be looked at as a national ' investment' then by implication it may also be concemed
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with ' results ' and 'efficiency' rather than student needs. Another side effect of
giftedness for national benefit is the idea that students are to use their talents ·'in ways
that respect positive community values and civic-mindedness" (Renzulli & Reis, 1991-

1). Wl1ile this sounds a noble enough idea one needs to question who is defining
'positive community values and civic mindedness. ·

The attitudes represented by Dunstan's ·individual -hostile' categ01y are rather diverse
(Dunstan, 1987:5 1). One argument against specialised gifted education is its perceived
potential to foster social and emotional problems in gifted students. ''It may be felt that
it is psychologically bad for a young person to be singled out and treated as special,
because undesirable traits such as egoism and superciliousness may develop''
(Dunstan, 1987:51 ). Others fear isolation in small groups of like students may prevent
gifted children from teaming to develop relationships with non-gifted peers. Such
potentially negative effects on social and emotional development are reasons given for
opposition to speciali st and accelerated classes for gifted children (McA lpine. 1992;
Park)'n. 1953; Taplin & White. 1998: Townsend & Patrick. 1996). This belief is often
based on the assumption that children need to be ·well-rounded' with experiences in
sports. arts. cultural. social e\ ents and same-age friendships in order to be 'healthy'
and 'happy· - a belief" hich should be challenged for its conf01mity issues.

Others argue that rather than being the cause of emotional problems specialised
education is in fact necessary to promote healthy social and emotional development in
gifted youngsters. "Abilities must be catered for in order that the individual will
realise his [or her] utmost potential and attain self-fulfilment" (Dunstan. 1987:52).
Some studies conclude acceleration may enhance social and emotional adjustment
(Rjchardson & Benbow in Townsend & Patrick, 1996).

From a ' democratic' standpoint gifted education can be seen as a matter of equal
rights. Giftedness can be viewed as a diverse learning style, or the result of unusual
development, and as such gifted students are entitled to an education best suited to
their particular needs. This stance which Renzulli titles "the unique-needs-of-giftedstudents argument" ( 199 1- 1: 182) is reiterated in much research (see Borland 1997;
Clark, 1997; Dunstan, 1987; McAlpine, 1992). Special education for the gifted has
been referred to as a " moral obligation" (Linzer Swrutz, 1994: l) and a "legal right"
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(Cox, 1993:7). Silvennan (1997) believes that viewing giftedness as a result of
asynchronous development negates arguments of elitism. ''Asynchrony is cettainly not
a source of envy, and it is unlikely to generate the kind of vih·iolic public debate that
exists with our cutTent views of giftedness as high potential for success in adult life''
(Silvennan. 1997:38).

However, Margolin ( 1994) argues that promoters o f gifted education use
Conversations of democracy and asynchronous development to reinforce inequalities
and serve personal and political agendas.
..G{fted educaii0/1 appropriates 'democracy' 111 order ro disgurse or c:ollc:l!al power a11d also
ro creme a .\_pfem of bel1ej'i withm w/uch pouw cau operate. By takmg a!> a [(11'1!11 11 hat is
111 fact lugh~r proh/ematlc
the amilabiluy a11d accevslbili~r or e1·e,:r student·.\
idiO!>)'IICrallc ahi/1~1 ' h!l·el g{fted educatum '.\ concl!ptwn ~~ democraq become' not only
the pri11c1ple for recogmsi11g d{(ferences, but alw cmunperative.for acc:elltuotmg and
presl!n'lllg them·· (Afargolm, 199: /38).

Sapon-Shevin ( 1994) contends that a discussion of the merits of gifted educarion takes
for granted an assumption which she challenges: the acrual existence of 'gifted
children.'
''Rather thau 1'11!11'11/g gifwdness as a 'narural.facr ·, 11 e can see the c:ategmy c?f 'g!fteduess ·
a.\ a socwl con.\tmct. a uay ~f rhi11kmg and de.\c:nbmg that ex1st.\ 111 till! eye.\ c!f the
dt:finer.\ Rewglll\111~ f(({ll!dness as a .mcwl comtmctmeans ackttuH/eclKfng that 1111hout
school rull!\ and policies, legal and educ:atwnal pmcuc:e\· des1gnecl to prol'lde .\C:ITtces ro
g{{tl!d studl!nt.~. this c:megmy, per .)e, ll'uuld not eXI.\1. .. Sapon-Shewn. /99-1:16 17).

Her book PlaJ'111K Fa1·ourites presents the thesis that discourses used by supporters of
gifted educators operate to 'silence' opposition by using the language of science a11d
equity to negate 'emotionally based· counter-arguments of elitism. She presents the
case that specialist withdrawal will hinder social development and states that such
''pleas for the consideration of children's self-worth, community and mutual regard are
dismissed as ·unscientific', 'soft issues', and not related to the rigorous dialogue about
evaluation and assessment models" (Sapon-Shevin, 1994:46 quotation marks in
miginal).

Borland ( 1997) suggests that recognition of giftedness as a social construct allows
educators and policy makers to better address inequities. ''l think that our primary task
is either to construct the most educationally rewarding and equitable concept of
giftedness we can or to fi nd a way to move beyond the construct altogether to a vision
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of human development and learning that embraces the indescribable diversity of
human consciousness and activity in a way the places linlits on no child (or adult)"
(Borland, 1997: 18).

When giftedness is seen as a result of educational input. separate gifted progrrumnes
for small groups are argued to be elitist and debates are raised over why some children
are selected over others. Giftedness as a social construct opens up issues of elitist
power games. When giftedness is seen to be a product of genetics then it could be
argued that gifted students will succeed despite their environment and therefore the
limited educational resources should be used in more ' needy' areas. Giftedness as a
diverse learning need calls for ru1 education system that caters equitably for those
needs. Gifted11ess as a national resource cal ls for commitment to educational
excellence but in return reduces children to public goods.

·conversations' on gifted education can be exrunined in terms of the ideological
assumptions they make about the nature of giftedness. intelligence and education.
When engaging in such debates speakers ru·e reinforcing notions of equity, social
justice, and the needs of students. This review has sought not only to identify
common Conversations but also to highlight the consequences of employing such
Conversations without acknowledgement of the asswnptions hidden within them. The
language and grammar employed in these Conversations allow the speaker to perfonn
various social and political fw1ctions. Through discourse ru1alysis this language cru1
be examined in tenns of the ' realities' it helps to reinforce and construct, and the
implications of language choice can be considered.

What Conversations can be found in the discourse of New Zealand educators? What are the
situated meanings and cultural models involved in these Conversations? What relationships
and identities are being presented in the language of school principals? What actions are
being played out in this discourse? What social goods, status and rights issues are at play in
this discourse? These are some of the questions this research sets out to answer.
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SECTION TWO: Process
Research Objectives
Through the design of discow·se analysis this study examines the discourse used by school
principals when justifying and describing their school's current practice in gifted education.
This discourse is examined in terms of common themes (or 'Conversations'), their
ideological nature and assumptions. The implications on both current practice and future
initiatives of the identified Conversations will also be discussed.

Research Objectives:
•

Investigate the ways principals describe and justify the treatment of gifted education in
New Zealand

•

Explore the implications of these positions and the ways they are justified in the context of
wider beliefs about the nature of equity and equality in education

•

Explore how these beliefs influence gifted education.

Research Questions:
•

What are the common discourses employed by primru.y principals when discussing gifted
education?

•

What reasons do principals give for the nature and extent of gifted education progran11nes
cwTentJy practised at their schools?

•
•

What functions does the identified discourse serve?
How does the use of such discourse impact on practice in schools?

Sample
Discourse analysis differs greatly in its treatment of sru.nple size and selection from other
research methods. The labour intensive nature of discourse analysis does not lend itself to
large samples of texts, nor is it believed that large amounts of data necessarily lead to a
greater quality of analysis. "Because one is interested in language use rather than the people
generating the language and because a lru.·ge number of linguistic patterns are likely to
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emerge from a few people, small samples or a few interviews are generally quite adequate
for investigating an interesting and practically important range of phenomena" (Potter &
Wetherell, 1987: 161).

For the purpose of this study a sample offive Auckland primary school principals were
randomly selected for interviews. Principals were chosen as research subjects because of
their pivotal role in the planning and implementation of educational policy and practice in
New Zealand schools. Thorburn (1994) claims principals hold significant influence over a
school's beliefs, values and effectiveness, and that "it is the ' talk' of principals that
exercises considerable administrative control in a school" (Thorburn, 1994:51 ).

Interviews
An interview conducted under discourse analysis has a tendency to be more interactive
between pruticipants and interviewer thru1 it would no1mally be under traditional research
methods. To recognise ' knowledge' as a social construction is to recognise its subjectivity,
its inconsistency and its vulnerability. The seru'Cl1 for such ' knowledge' no longer becomes
a quest for hidden treasure, but instead a journey where the explorer draws the map as she
goes. Kvale ( 1996) illustrates how a different notion of knowledge leads to a different
approach to reseru·ch. He uses the metaphors of the miner and the traveller to describe
differing approaches to research interviews. The ' miner' interviewer views knowledge as
' buried', waiting to be 'unearthed ' : "the knowledge is waiting in the subjects' interior to be
lmcovered, tmcontaminated by the miner" (Kvale, 1996:3). The traveller on the other hand
takes the interview to be a 'journey' which interviewer and interviewee share (Kvale,
1996:4).

The traveller then does not strive to eliminate interviewer bias through standardised
questions but instead recognises the co-constructive nature of conversation, the unequal
relationship between interviewer and interviewee and the contextual subjectivity of
language. «The goal of traditional interviews is to obtain or measure consistency in
pruticipants' responses; consistency is valued so highly because it is taken as evidence of a
corresponding set of actions or beliefs. Consistency is importru1t for the discourse analyst as
well, but not in this sense, onJy to the extent that the researcher wishes to identify regular
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patterns in language use" (Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 163/4 ).

Consistency in fact becomes problematic when it restricts discourse. The researcher, then,
needs to conduct an interview which ''allows rather than restricts the diversity of
participants' discourse'' (Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 164). Often this means that the
interviewer probes for more infonnation with follow-up queries for pru1icular responses and
open-ended questions. This study began with a practice interview with a local principaJ not
on the original selection list to overcome the difficulties involved in developing a systematic
yet open-ended interview question schedule. The finalised interview schedule used has
been included as Appendix B.

Transcription
As it is the exact structure of the language that is of interest, interviews were transcribed as
fully as deemed necessaty for the purpose of this research. The interview extracts selected
for the report are presented verbatim and include basic transcription symbols to indicate
features of the speech (see Appendix A). However, no details related to intonation. speed of
delivery, stress or timing ru·e included. Neither are non verbal conununications represented.
Such full detail was not considered necessaty for the nature of analysis undertaken. "lt is
still importatlt to keep distracting symbols to a minimum in transcripts, depending on the
SOI1S of reseat·ch questions being asked" (Corson, 1995:14).

Analysis
Transcripts were subjected to a process or coding': 'squeezing an unwieldy body of
discourse into manageable chw1ks' (Potter & Wetherell, 1987:167). This was simply a
practical process of sorting data into defined categories. Categories were related to possible
discourses, functions and research objectives and sorted into 'Conversations.' Once
transcriptes were coded analysis began, which involved reading and rereading, looking for
patterns and exceptions, functions and consequence. "Academic training teaches people to
read for gist. .. however, the discourse analyst is concerned with the detail of passages of
discourse, however fragmented and contradictory, and with what is actually said or written,
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not some general idea that seems to be intended. The analyst constantly asks "Why am I
reading this passage in this way? What features produce this reading?" (Potter & Wetherell,

1987: 168). This process involved "forming hypotheses about these functions and effects
and searching for linguistic evidence·· (Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 168).

Finally the analysis was organised for report presentation. The repo1t gives not only the
fmdings but also actual examples of the data collected (ie, samples of the text) ru:1d
illustrations of how conclusions were reached. This is to allow the reader to evaluate the
ru1alysis process ru1d partake in active validation of the results. ''The goal is to present
analysis and conclusion in such a way that the reader is able to assess the researcher's
interpretations" (Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 172).

Ethical Considerations
Massey University Ethics committee approval was granted before reseru·ch begun. Ethical
considerations were considered when interviews were conducted and transcribed and
documents retained for analysis. Before using any transcripts full pennission was obtained
from all the participruHS (see Consent Fonn - Appendix C). Names and identifying symbols
were deleted or obscured from all docw11ents for the sake of confidentiality.

Ethical issues were also considered when data was selected for presentation in the final
report. Confidentiality and anonymjty of subjects becomes a practical difficulty when
verbatim interview records ru·e published. Even though names are not used individuals are
often identifiable by the origimlity of their quotes. Although other research methods would
encourage generalisations or the deletion of identifYing characteristics of responses when
presenting data (eg. ''most people agreed"), discourse analysis relies on the specifics of
language for its analysis and therefore data must be presented in its original form. The
potential consequences of such a presentation of data was made clear to participants before
they agreed to participate in this research. Specific words, such as names, which were not
considered vital to aJ:lalysis were omitted from extracts if thought necessruy to protect
participant anonymity.

Throughout the report pa.tticipants' gender bas been referred to indiscriminately. For ease
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of reading and protection of anonymity, speakers were referTed to as either he or she
randomly.

Pruticipants had the right to withdraw from the project at any stage before results were
presented publicly and details were made clear to pruticipants through a written infonnation
sheet (see Appendix D).
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SECTION THREE: Analysis
Who? - Conversations that define gifted children
This chapter looks at t11e way giftedness and gifted children are deftned by the patticipants.
Interview transc1ipts have been analysed for language used to deftne giftedness and gifted
children and the functions of this language. Several factors were fmmd tltat were common to
all interviews and tltese have been separated out, for ease of analysis, into 'Conversations'.
Gifted children were defined in tenns of their achievement (itself defined in tenns of specific
school criteria), their behaviour, their lmiqueness and their relation to other children. These
ideas have been grouped into Conversations named 'achievement-orientated', ' nonproblematic', 'stand out' and 'opposition to special needs' respectively. Throughout the
interviews participants also engaged in the Conversation 'on their own'. Used in
combination these Conversations lead to what has been called the 'stable intemal competency
view' of gifted children.

Interview h·anscripts sometimes simultaneously presented conflicting definition s of
giftedness. The same speakers would often refer to giftedness as being an unstable
continuum attributable to all students in some degree (the Conversation 'variable special
abilities'), while also talking about 'tlte gifted' as being an entity separate to ' the norm' . The
simultaneous acceptance of both of these definitions is important when looking at
Conversations employed to explain programmes for gifted children (as discussed in the next
section). It appears t11at the pruticipants held the notion that while ' special abilities' are
attributable to children in varying degrees, there also exists a small group of 'truly gifted'
children.

Conversation: 'The Gifted'
Many times participants spoke of 'gifted children ' or ' children with special abilities' using
such grammar to indicate a specific group of identifiable children separate to the majority. It
is not often that tlte phrases ' tlte fmgered children,' 'children witll fingers,' 'children who are
fingered ' is heard, preswnably because it is taken for granted that all children have fingers.
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The need to grammatically identify a child as gifted indicates the speaker's acceptance that
giftedness is not a universal characteristic and is worthy as a category of distinction between
children.

Furthennore the phrases refening to gifted children illustrated giftedness as a stable attribute
belonging to the chi Id . Fairclough ( 1989) claims the verb ' are', used in the simple present
tense form is ' a categorical commitment of the producer to the truth of the proposition'
(Fairclough, 1989: 129). The prerequisite to making sense of the plu·ases below is the
acceptance that giftedness is patt of a child. The phrases are all nominalisations, that is
giftedness is expressed as a noun, making it an entity rather than a process (Fairclough,

1989). The children are gifted, rather than the children are being gifted, just as children are
Maori, rather than being Maori.
PA: " ... talented musical children ... "
PO: ·' ... special abilities children... "
PB : " ... acknowledgement of her giftedness... "
PA : ·' ...the right children .. .''
P:A '' ... the bright children ..."
PA: " ... the good attists... "

PE: " ... a child that is gifted ... "
PB : '' ... children who are ve1y skilled ... "
PA: '' ... the people who are good writers ... "
If giftedness were expressed as a process it would take on a different perspective in tenns of
educational programming. lt could be something any child could have an oppmtunity to do,
rather than something a child either is or isn' t. Giftedness as a process would insinuate a
more temporary procedure open to outside influence. Expressing giftedness as a noun
suggests that this attribute of giftedness is a stable one, unlikely to change. Further, making
such a distinction in discourse lessens the need to make reference to neither the causality of
nor the responsibility for the giftedness (Fairclough, 1989).

The frequent use of such granunatical features implies that there exists a group of children
different from other children by way of their intrinsic giftedness. This notion is backed-up
by the suggestion that 'non-giftedness' is also a stable quality that a child either has or has
not:
PC: " the others, the children without those abilities"
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Conversation: 'opposition to special needs '
As the interviews progressed the gifted group became further defined by their compruison to
' special needs'. Gifted children were often refetTed to in relation to special needs children,
creating two separate groups. These two groups were then polatised as groups at the
opposite end of a continuum of abilities:

PE: ·' ...slow children and btight children ... "
PB: " ... far better to be bright than slow ... "
PC: " ...a bright child and a slow child... "
PD: " .. .closing the gap..."
PA: ·' ... across the spectrum ... "
PO: " ... at the top and the bottom..."
PD: ' ...at the bottom end we do a similar thing with remedial, but you ' re not
looking at that part of it..."
PA: ·' ... children who have special needs at the lower end of the scale.. .''
Such phrases illustrate the idea of a continuum, ·gap ', 'scale ' or ' spectrum ' of abilities that
children may be slotted into. There are two ends, each end has a list of attributes:

' bottom '
'special needs'
·remedial'
'slow '

'top'
'special abilities'
'gifted '
' bright'
'above-average'
'good'

Each word within each list has taken on a situational meaning in the context of this discourse.
The words within each list ru·e not literal synonyms when used outside this discow·se, and yet
are used interchangeably throughout the interviews, suggesting an equivalent meaning
(Fairclough, 1989). With one exception, the words between each list are not literal
antonyms. However they are used as such within the discow-se. The exception: 'top' and
'bottom' creates this polarisation of the groups that causes the situational meanings of the
other words to be opposites. The choice of these words is deliberate and illustrates the
political setting. Although the 'top' group may be 'good' the ' bottom' group are not
described as 'bad'; this would not be "politically correct".

The words 'remedial' and 'special needs ' conjurs up images of students in need of assistance,
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help or 'remedy'. Thorburn (1994) identifies the view of people with disabilities as in need
of help as the 'charity view', which she claims stems from a philanthropic Victorian era. She
presents this view as oppressive because of its patronising stru1ce which tends to enforce the
opinion of professionals at the expense of the 'right' of the person. She cites Katz ( 1981)
who found that people gave less help to disabled people when they perceived them as
competent. If this is the case the gifted child has little chance of receiving assistance when
defUled using the labels listed above. The words associated with the gifted child do not
indicate any need for supp01t. lnstead these words illustrate rut achievement-orientated view
of giftedness giving an impression of children who are fully competent.

Conversation: 'variable special abilities'
Discow·se such as that discussed in the paragraphs above combine to illustrate a notion of
giftedness as a stable quality inherent in 'the ' gifted. There were, however, also instances of
discourse that played against this notion of stable giftedness, for example when interviewees
di scussed identifying children for gifted programmes:
PD: "once the decision has been made the ones that are committed to it are locked in
probably for two years of their time at school so l had some concerns about the way
that was done"
PD: " ...and then we would review it again for their second year with us."
If inclusion in a gifted group is subject to 'review· at a later period, and there are concems
over a gifted progrrumue that commits students for two yeru·s, the implication is that children
who were gifted in the flrst year may not be in the second yeru·. Thus rather than a stable
attribute, giftedness becomes a variable identifiable in degrees and changeable over time.
This contradicts the previously discussed notion of a separate group of established gifted
children.

PD: "I suppose I tend to come from the school that evety child has some special
abilities it' s just a bit harder to flnd what they are in some children than in others... "
Here the speaker aligns him/herself personally with a presumably commonly accepted
Conversation ("I suppose I tend to come from the school..") that the issue in identifying
special abilities is not whether a child bas 'special abilities' or not, but 'fmding' what those
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abilities are. In this instance the speaker does not identify whose responsibility it is to 'find'
the abilities, in fact there is no suggestion that such a responsibility exists. This links to a
discussion further on in this chapter on the criteria that giftedness must 'stand out.' Later the
speaker refers to the difficulties of identifying special abilities:

PD: ''... but there were issues in terms of identifying which children went into them
and then it's. it's easy to identify a few of those students. but the ones at the margin
it's very difficult to ...which ones are marginally in and which ones are marginally
out..."
This extract supporis the idea that 'all children have special abilities' but this time the issue is
not ·what" the abilities are but what degree of special ness the ability is. The idea of a
' margin' seems to work better with a definition of variable special abilities. At the same time,
howeYer. the extract supports the notion of two separate groups. gifted and non-gifted. as the
theme of the text is how to select children for inclusion iu either group. By trying to decide
whether a child is borderline gifted or non-gifted the speaker presupposes the idea that there
is such a thing as gifted ru1d non-gifted. The selection becomes problematic when student's
abilities are ' marginally' special. Separating gifted from non-gifted becomes fmiher
complicated when 'areas of giftedness· are integrated .

PD: ·' ... if we are talking about giftedness what are we talking about? Are we talking
about academic giftedness, are we talking about gifts in music, are we talking about
gifts in sport. umm, gifts socially? So different children are gifted perhaps in
different ways. Often we consider the academic pari, but then there are other
areas. "
PB: "because they might be special abilities in geometry but not in number or
whatever"
PC: "children with particular abilities"
So it is not only possible to be ' marginally' gifted but also a child can be gifted in one area
and not in another. These latter extracts have built-up a definition of giftedness that is
changing over time, available to be ' found ' in all children witbio degrees and in differing
'areas.' This seems to contradict the previous definition of giftedness as a stable attribute.
In fact the transcripts showed that the two definitions can work simultaneously:

PB: "l had a group of children, of six, one who would be in the gifted range and the
others that would be serious, you know, that were special abilities"
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This speaker separated 'gifted ' from 'special abilities'. The distinction makes it possible that
all students have special abilities while a separate group are gifted.

PB: ·' ... a lot ofthe children weren ' t special abilities. they were just children that
were good at art, or good at problem solving, or whatever''
Here the same speaker has separated out ·good' from 'special abilities' and used 'special
abilities' as a stable atn·ibute. If it is possible to say that the children 'weren' t' special
abilities, it should then follow that some children ' were', and there exist children who 'are'
special abilities.

The previous speaker also refers to this separate group by mentioning that ·a few' children
are ' easy to identify'. What makes this identification easy will be discussed futther on. So
we rerum to the idea of a separate group of inherently gifted children. However the notion of
a ·range' of abilities is not abandoned. Within the group there are degrees of giftedness:
some gifted children are more gifted than other gifted children :
PE: " ... probably one of the most gifted children l have ever taught..."
PA: ·· ... probably the brightest. most gifted child I've had .. "
PA: " ... there might be a genius somewhere... "
PD: " ... bearing in mind the extremes have to come out... "

Conversation: 'extremes'
The two notions : ' the gifted' and 'every child has special abilities' are simultaneously
possible when special abilities operate along a continuum, those at the ' top ' end of the
continuum are gifted and some children are ' extreme. '
P: ''1 suppose some, some would say that the truly gifted are, are the all-rounders
who have skill in all those areas, umm, I think those are very few and far between in
our schools, I think there are some of them, and I think they do stand out."
Here it is proposed that a small 'very few and far between' group of'truly ' gifted exist The
criteria for the group is given. The children possess ('have') skill in all areas. The children
stand out and are unique in terms of population ('very few and far between '). Other
references were made to the smallness of the group:
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PD: " it's easy to identify a few of those students"
PE: "you don't have a lot of them"
In fact if too many children are gifted it seems to imply a problem with the identification of
giftedness:

PB: {Tn reference to identification procedures} "Because the one I used last year, I
don't think its good enough. It's too, it was too broad and there were too many
children in it"
PA: ''How many children in an accelerant class are actually gifted in any way is
probably very debatable''
1l1is last speaker implies that the identification of gifted children is problematic and not
always successfully carried out. The same speaker often used the precursor 'deemed ' to
indicate one way in which a child may become associated with giftedness:
PA: ·•...children who are deemed to be gifted ..."
PA: ·•... who were deemed to be bright and gifted ... "
1l1is was of par1icular interest when used in conjunction with the ' opposition to special
needs ' Conversation:
PA: " ...what schools are required to do, Tthink. is to look at the students, identify
special needs, be they slow learners, behaviour needs, children that are deemed to be
gifted ..."
Here gifted children are included as ' special needs' but separated out from ' slow Ieamers'
and ' behaviour needs '. Only gifted is given the precursor 'deemed' . When asked to explain
further use of the word deemed:
PA: " Well, identified, or someone, people are telling me they're gifted"
Other participants echoed the idea that giftedness may be a classificati on given to the child
through the subjective opinion of someone else.
PB: " ... We have some really good children here, that are what you call gifted artists,
I believe... "
PD: " ...children that J see as being above average.. .''
So giftedness may be either available to be 'found' within a child, or it could be 'displayed'
by a child, or it may be a label relegated to a student by a third party. When you describe a
child 's giftedness as being an arbitrary label artificially bestowed upon them from the outside
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it is easier to then debate the legitimacy and validity of the label. The child is not
fundamentally gifted, rather they are simply 'deemed' or 'called' gifted and as such their
giftedness is more open to debate.

Similarly when special abilities are described as attJibutes to be 'found' in children the
identification of giftedness becomes vague because '' ... it's just a bit harder to find what they
are in some children than in others". Thus it becomes possible that some children can be
gifted but not recognised as such and others can be recognised as gifted without being
'actually' or ·truly ' gifted. However, the discourse simultaneously constructed and negated
this possibility by enforcing the claim that in order to be 'truly' gifted you must 'stand out.·

Conversation: 'stand out'
PA: ''SoT think if you are gifted then somehow you've got to show that you're
gifted. I' m not too much a fan of well, this person's gifted but the problem is you
can't see it or something has upset them and they can't show it or they can't do it or
whatever"
As we shall see this notion of ' stand out' is specifically defined within this pruticular
discourse and is closely linked to identification.
PC: "They do self identify, in a way, by their achievements"
To be identified gifted students must display their gifts and this must be done in a cettain
way. They can 'stand out' in tenns of high all-round achievement at specific school selected
criteria and they cru1 'stand out' in terms of their behaviour. Patticular behavioLU·aJ
expectations are built into tbe definition and identification of gifted children. One participant
explained these expectations:

PB: "And you would expect they would be the shining light in the classrooms, if
you like, right the way through"
1: "Explain 'the shining light'"
PB: " Well they' re the child that, you know, when you give, when you're maybe in a
discussion in a class the kid, the chiJd gets what you're saying. They go to put their
hand up and give the, not the right answer because there can be many right answers,
but there may be a child when you set them work, I've got one in my room, it's
always beautifully presented, its always done exactly, you know, the way you expect
to be done, and urnm, and they may be a trice person as well. Kids that are kind to
other children, I think it's a whole lot of qualities too."
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In this statement inclusion in a gifted progrrumne is defmed quite specifically. The child
must confonn to teacher expectations in tenns of their school work and must display
appropriate social skills with peers. The participants ' explru1ation of"shining light" gives
specific clues as to what constitutes gifted behaviour. A child must 'get what you 're saying,'
that is they must understand the teacher on the teacher's level. The gifted child must
participate in a certain way, they must ·put their hand up and answer' . They must ' present'
work ' beautifully' atld they must be 'nice ', which is defiued as 'kind to other children. '

The voice of authority is clear in this extract. The child must present work the way the
teacher expects it to be done, and understand what the teacher is saying. So although there
ru·e ' many right ru1swers' a child who does not complete work to the way the teacher expects
nor 'gets' what the teacher is saying would not be considered gifted. The child must be 'kind
to other children,' but there is no mention of a reciprocal requirement.

Within this extract the notion of stable giftedness is used: 'right the way tlu-ough ', 'always.'
The child is required to display the expected behaviour consistently. Including behavioural
requirements in a definition of giftedness makes the possibility of gifted underachievers and
gifted children with behavioural problems problematic. Each interview reference to gifted
children with behavioural problems was qualified in some way.

Conversation: 'non-problematic'
PB: ..... although they cru1 be very difficult children behaviourally I believe, so, not
the ones I've seen haven't been, but yeal1"
PA:"It's interesting in this booklet there 's a whole page on gifted children who for
some reason are missing out. Who are withdrawn, they're naughty, they're not
being recognised, their needs are not being acknowledged. I'm not denying they
exist somewhere, but the vast majority of children are doing well"
The speaker here uses overwording to express the imp01taoce of the message. He is
surprised that not a page but a 'whole page' is devoted to this issue. He stresses that not the
majority but the 'vast majority' of children are doing well. Fairclough ( 1989) suggests that
overwording "shows a preoccupation with some aspect of reality - which may indicate an
ideological struggle" (p. 115). The use of the word 'interesting' also suggests such a
struggle. This word is used commonly in a modem context when a speaker wishes to politely
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introduce a point of potential debate. The last sentence begins 'I'm not denying they exist
somewhere': a negation of an accusation that was never made linguistically. To make logical
cohesion of this paragraph the listener interprets that there is reasonable debate of the
existence of gifted children who are ' missing out'.

The second sentence (italics) lists the components of this group of children. The first two are
described as attributes of the children (the children are withdrawn, they are naughty);
however, the second two are listed as processes (they are not being recognised, their needs
are not being acknowledged). One interpretation of the cohesive structure of this sentence
could be that the principal is implying that the attributes and processes link together. By
listing them in this way, without the use of 'or,' the principal is using ' withdrawal,·
' naug htiness,' ' non-recognition ' and ' un-met needs' as synonyms. The speaker may be
suggesting that withdrawal and naughtiness are the result of non-recognition and un-met
needs. The next sentence then, which claims naughty and withdrawn gifted children are a
minotity therefore simultaneously implies that schools that don 't recognise nor meet the
needs of gifted children are also a minority. However, if operating under a definition of
gifted children as those who have a history of achievement and display appropriate behaviour
then it is unlikely that ' naughty' or 'withdrawn' will be included as gifted. Thus,
automatically 'the vast majority are doing very well,' as that is the very reason they have
been identified as gifted.

One participant did acknowledge behavioural problems may occur and was ' interestingly '
gender specific:
PB [on identifying gifted children]: " ... and behaviour is another one, because some
of the boys can be quite naughty"
then later went on to expand on the nature of these problems:
PB: "because unfortunately with some of these children they do get the view that
they're, you know, actually quite special and a bit apart from the rest of the, the
human race and they can display other characteristics, unkindness and things like
that also happens. Which I don't think they should get away with just because they
happen to be cleverer than two-thirds of the world.''
In this statement the speaker uses extremes to emphasise the message. The children are
' apart from ' ' the rest of the human race' and are 'cleverer' than 'two thirds of the world.' It
is interesting that what the speaker seems to be objecting to is the children's own
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acknowledgement of their giftedness. She states that it is ' unfortunate' that the ch ildren 'get
the view' that they are 'actually quite special' and 'a bit apart from the rest of the human
race.' Throughout the interview, however, the speaker helped to incorporate the components
of uniqueness and difference from others into the very definition of giftedness. Other
interview extracts have illustrated that in order to be identified as gifted children must ·stand
out' from other children, and must display 'special' abilities through achie\ ement.

The problem this speaker identifies is not that the children are special and apart from the rest
but that the children 'get the view' that they are these things. This is reasoned to be a
problem because the children get the view 'and' then can display ·other characteristics· (such
as unkindness). By using 'and· to link the two ideas the speaker implies that it is the
knowledge of their own giftedness that causes the unkindness.

Usage of the words ·other' and ·also' indicates that this unkindness is a characteristic
separate to the child's giftedness- these characteristics are 'other characteristics', that is:
other to the characteristics associated with their gi ftedness. So although ' these children' can
display such characteristics as unkindness it is not a part of their giftedness. it is instead a
result of their knowledge of their giftedness.

Furthermore the speaker states that due to the very fact of their giftedness 'these children'
should not be allowed to display the unwanted characteristics: they should not 'get away with
it' ' because' they are 'cleverer.' Thus. although improper behaviour (in this case
characteristics such as unkindness) is an 'unfOJtunate' result of a child having knowledge of
their own giftedness, it is not acceptable in a gifted child. In fact this last sentence
presupposes the idea that a gifted child would try to 'get away with it' under the guises of
their giftedness.

The reason why a gifted child should not be allowed to display knowledge of their giftedness
is linked to yet another aspect in the definition of giftedness. This time giftedness is an
accidental attribute: the children ' happen to be' gifted. The giftedness is not the fault of the
child, nor the result of any other party. Therefore the child should not be allowed to act upon
something that is not a result of their own actions.

The display of specific behaviour is a significant element of the defmition of a gifted child,
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but it is only one component. TI1ere is also a necessary level of measured 'academic'
achievement.

Conversation: 'achievement-orientated'
PB : " ... but they have to be children, too, that actually produce t11e work to a high
level"
PB: ·• ... and when I say highly l suppose I would mean in the top 5%. And then you
get them in doing their PATs and they're in the 98.99 aged percenti le right the way
through''
This statement gives a cut off point on tlle continuum (''top 5%") where children who have
special abilities become gifted. The phrase 'right the way through' may be a reference to
stable giftedness, or in tllis case may imply an 'all-rounder'. To be 'truly ' gifted the
achievement must be 'all -round,' that is chi ldren must show consistent achievement in a
selection of areas - academi cs, the ruts and social skills:
PD: " .. school productions where some of our children with special abilities take
leading roles there. Interestingly some of the ones who do very well there are ones
who do well in homeroom group programmes as well. so it's that all-rounder
concept again."

PE [On identifying gifted children] : " It would just be really looking at the child
overall in the school, how they're coping, you know, are they showing leadership,
are they taking patt in plays, and things like that.. .''
So 'achievement.· (as opposed to 'potential') is ru1 importrult part of the definition. When
potential is discussed it is measured in terms of past achievement:
PB: ·•... we always look at our PATs to pick the children, because we also do tlle
Australiru1 English and Maths here. But I guess you could measure it the following
year maybe, if you had a child that had come from someone and you found t11em to
be not working to tJ1eir potential.''
PC: " ... ifthey 've achieved highly in Year 2, iliey ' re still achieving highly in Year

3 ..."
Thus, students must frrst achieve highly to be considered to have ilie potential to achieve
highly.
PB: "I actually believe that gifted children ...are very good at actually showing you
that iliey are gifted and achieving"
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In this sentence the children are already gifted and show this by what they are already
achieving. It is important to note that throughout the interviews the word 'achievement' is
used constantly by principals but is never specifically defined. Principals do not feel the need
to define 'achievement,· it is taken for granted that the audience will hold a common
definition of this word. In this context, however, achievement holds a specific meaning. The
interviewer assumes that achievement in this context refers to the child' s ability to
demonstrate mastery of specific standards at a specific age. These standards are related to
what both schools and society have determined as imp01tant to have mastered at a certain
age. As such this meaning of achievement is cultural and ideological, yet p1incipals assume a
universal meaning.

When giftedness is attributed to children based on previous or current achievement (as
measured by particular school expectations) and is defined as stable over time it follows that
these children are going to continue with their success regardless; they will succeed ·on their
own.'

Conversation: 'on their own '
The Conversation ·on their own' has been identified by many writers (see Clark, 1997; Cox,
1993; Linzer Swartz, 1994; Silverman, 1997; Townsend & Patrick, 1996) and was discussed
in the previous section. The use of this Conversation was evident i11 most interviews, for
example:
PB: ·' ... because with a bright child they' re going to do well anyway"
PD: " We know the ones with special abilities will survive and survive very very well"

There was however one exception. One participant made direct reference of the existence of
such a Conversation in order to oppose it.
PC:" ... because they do need guidance, they' re too often just left to get on with, to
their own devices, and l don't think that that's the way at all to address what they
need".
This Conversation was most commonly used for the j ustification of the allocation of
resources. If the success of a gifted child is predetermined it was then argued that they are
not in ' need' of limited resources that could be used elsewhere. This will be discussed in tl1e
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next chapter.

Potential that is defined by previous achievement feeds the 'on their own' Conversation. Jf
employing a definition of gifted as children who have already shown success (as defined by
set criteria) without assistance then it is likely that those children will continue to succeed
without assistance. When children with behavioural problems or underachievers are
excluded from the definition of giftedness then giftedness itselfbecomes a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

This analysis has shown a discourse employed by principals that most commonly defines
gifted children as those children who have already succeeded at school determined criteria,
within the current school system and who are likely to continue to do so. Such children are
viewed as achievement-orientated and non-problematic. These combined Conversations lead
to the 'stable internal competency view' of gifted. a definition of giftedness which has direct
implications on the programming decisions of principals. The next section identifies
Conversations employed by principals when discussing programming issues. These
Conversations are related to the ' stable internal competency view' of gifted.
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What and Why?- Conversations on programming decisions
When discussing the reasons for choice of school progranuning for gifted children, a number
of issues were identified. The reasons given can be grouped into three main Conversations:
' philosophy,' ·restrictions' and 'outside pressw·e'. Initially principals discussed
programming choice as being related to their personal philosophy regarding withdrawal or
mrunstreaming programmes. Principals espoused a positive 'belief' in mainstreamjng and
withdrawal programmes were discussed in negative tenns botl1 philosophically and from an
organisational perspective. More frequently, however, a programming decision was linked to
some kind of restriction which limited the choice of programmes in some way. Such
limitations included a lack of resourcing or funding. shortage of time, disruption to other
programmes. or difficulty of implementation. The ' restriction' Conversation was linked to
the 'needs' Conversation to create a Conversation of educational ·priorities.' The educational
needs of gifted students were prioritised against the needs of other students, in particular
special-needs chi ldren.

Conversatwn: 'plulvsophy'
Principals described the gifted programmes cwTently practised in their schools as being either
'mrunstream' or 'withdrawal" programmes. Participants identified these two as alternatives
and discussed their choice between them in 'philosophical ' tenns. The dominant belief was
easily identifiable. Mainstream programmes, or progran1mes that provided for gifted children
witrun a mainstream classroom, were always discussed positively.
PO: " l think it 's best for the children to stay with their home room teacher."
PE: ''I' m a mrunstreaming person"
PA: ''I believe mainstreaming philosophically is sound"
Principals gave research and experience as a backing for their personal ' belief' in mainstream
programmes:
PO: " Well it stems, it extends from a number of quarters, it extends from
experience, it extends from, urn, I was going to say from research but, urn, I can 't
quote the research and , arb, you could probably quote an equivalent amount of
research that would support the opposing view."
References to withdrawal programmes were always negative in terms of the principal 's
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personal beliefs:
PO: "They had a number of programmes for children with special abilities, most of
which were withdrawal programmes and I could see some problems with that"
PE: "In general I don't support the concept of withdrawal for gifted programs ... •·
PA: " ... so I don ' t think I'm in favour of massive withdrawal ... "
Part of the reasoning for the dislike of withdrawal were a number of ' problems' such
programmes caused. Problems associated with withdrawal programmes included
organisational factors:
PO: ''In mathematics we do run an accelerate progranune. The way we do that, to
try and minimise the disruption elements... "
In this sentence the principal is pointing out that 'disruption ' is an important organisational
problem stemming from withdrawal programmes, one which must be considered in the
planning of programming for gifted children . In this instance 'disruption ' is not defined in
tenns of who or what is being disrupted. However in a later statement the same ptincipal
discussed the amount of time students needed to commit to withdrawal programmes as a
problem:
PO: " ... but again. to do it effectively you're needing a minimum o f two. t\vo and a
half hours a week to actually. urn. give them the time that they need. If you give
them that where do you find the time, what are they missing in the home-class
during that time, that's a significant amount oftime in tenns of other aspects ofthe
programme.,.
Here the time required to conduct programmes for gifted children is an important factor
because of what the students might otherwi se be doing with that time. The amount of time is
specified, two to two and a half hours is 'significant' . This is considered the amount of time
needed for an 'effective ' programme, yet too much time to spend away from the home-class.
The message is that whatever is happening in the home-class is too important to keep the
chjld away from for such a length oftime. So d1e idea of a prioritisation of schooling
activities comes into play. Not only were home-room educational activi6es ptioritised over
withdrawal programmes, but home-room socialisation was said to be ofrugher importance.
PO: " but often it was at the expense of them missing out on somethjng else or of
them being in the home group witl1 their other age peers."
Here tlte principal has identified the importance of children workjng with tlteir age peers and
pitted it against the importance of specific witltdrawal programmes for gifted chjJdren.
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Gifted children being with their age peers is so importrult that it causes the notion of
withdrawal to be problematic.

Although principals spoke of their personal belief in inclusive progranunes and a dislike of
withdrawal programmes their description of progrrunmes in practice included both
approaches. Principals repeatedly recognised that their beliefs did not always translate
directly into school practice:
PD: ·'my beliefs are compromised in a couple of ways"
PE: ··so in a way it's a compromise in the belief in cross-class grouping and not
cross-class grouping''
PC : "so it's a bit of a compromise in beliefs to achieYe that but. (p)"
TI1e definition of giftedness as a continuum of abilities helped explain this incongruence as
withdrawal programmes were said to be necessary for the ·extremes'.
PD: "So I don't think I'm in favour of massive withdrawal, but then having said
that. I mean there might be a genius somewhere who needs to be withdrawn.''
PA: "bearing in mind the extremes have to come out of the mainstream"

By refening to the extremes the principal is employing the notion of giftedness being
attributable in degrees. A ·genius' ·need\' to be withdra\\11 ru1d 'the extremes· 'hm·e 10 ·
come o ut of the mainstream. This sentence builds the premise that mainstream education is
not designed for nor should be required to cater for 'the extremes.· Neither 'genius' nor
·extreme' is defined. giving the principal lee-way to decide upon each individual chi ld 's
' need' for withdrawal subjectively. The principal has also quaJified her claim of nonapproval of withdrawal programmes. She is not ' in favour of ·massll'e' wi thdrawal, but says
withdrawaJ is necessruy in some circumstances. Other participants qualified their lack of
support for withdrawal progrrumnes in a similar way:
PD: 'in general I don't support the concept of withdrawal for gifted programs''
PE: " ... we don't have big withdrawal progrruns ... "
Withdrawal programmes were, nonetheless, judged to be successful. Principals identified
student achievement as the basis for detennining the s uccess of a programme for gifted
children. Again (as with the defmition of 'giftedness') it was specific academic achievement
which was important.
PD: [In reference to an accelerate withdrawal progranune) "since first entering the
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***competition we've had at least one student top in New Zealand every year since
1992 ... so I know that, because of the extemal measures, 1 know that that
programme is successful, so that encourages me to keep going".
In this instance the success the student/shave had, in terms of achievement on a specified
measurement, is an indication of 'programme success.' The programme is successful if the
children achieve and this convinces the principal the programme should continue. This
assumption is inconsistent with the Conversation 'on their own'. If the children achieve 'on
their own' then their success is not an indicator ofprogranune success. [n fact if the children
were able to achieve on their own the programme should be unnecessaty. The fact that the
plincipal links student achievement to programme success suggests that the progranune is
both necessa1y and responsible for student achievement. Gifted students need specific
programmes to achieve highly.

Maintairung both conflicting Conversations allow principals flexibility in the rationalisation
of programming choices. By associating programme success with a pre-determined standard
of student success the principal is able to rationalise status-quo programme choices.
Meanwhile the Conversation 'on their own ' is combined with ' rest1ictions' to enable
students' ' needs' to be prioritised in a ce11ain mrumer which also helps maintain the statusquo. Principals can justifY a small range of withdrawal programmes (because of their
'success') while opposing an increase in these programmes in the name of restricted
resources and priority of ' need' (this will be discussed later in this chapter).

It should be noted that achievement on a specified test or academic measurement is not the

only way of detennining programme success. But principals did not mention student
emotional stability or contentment as an indicator of programme success. The fact that these
things were not considered as methods of programme evaluation suggests that they were not
prut of the goals of such programmes. This is a consequence of operating under a narrow
defmition of gifted children. Gifted students are defined as academically-orientated,
achievement orientated and non-problematic children. Consequently gifted programmes deal
only with specific academic goals rather than taking a ' whole-person' approach.

Tlms, although withdrawal programmes were acceptable if carried out on a small scale for
extreme cases, and do indeed cany some measure of success, mainstream inclusive
programming was the preferred ideal. However, principals' personal beliefs were not the
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only factor in programming decisions a11d sometimes had to give way to the variety of
' restrictions' that limited programming choice.

( 'onversatwn: 'restnctwns'
PB: "I mean I do think the teachers here probably do try and extend children. but,
um, I don't know, ifsjust, it'sjust sometimes a bit hard''
PA: 'To a large extent we try to indi vidualise programmes in the c lassroom and l
don 't say that glibly. That's a really important thing that teachers try to do. That's
for evetybody. Now beari11g in mind though, we have classes of nearly thirty, or
thirty in the upper school. That's very difficult.''
Here the principal introduces the idea of qualifying circumstances that makes practice
independent of philosophical ideals. The ideal in this case is individualised programmes a11d
the principal stresses the importance of such through overwording ('to a large extent'. 'I
don't say that g libly' and 'that's a really important thing') whi le still using a qualifier: 'tty.'
Thi s qualifier introduces the Conversation of ' restri ctions' that act as ban·iers in the
achievement of individualised programmes. In this case it is the number of children within a
classroom makes such practice 'very difficult· . A lack of resourcing/fundmg. shot1age of
time. disruption to other progranunes or other children. and the difficulty of implementation
were other factors identified as limiting to progranune options.
PA: "The government would say they are being adequately catered for. We all
know they could be better catered for, and if there were more resources that would
be good"
In this statement the principal states gifted children could be 'better catered for' but does not
directly point to responsibility or causality. Both, however. are implied by the cohesive
techniques employed in the discourse. l11e government is mentioned fLrstly a11d is
paraphrased. The government has been associated with a view which is then ctitiqued in the
second sentence. l11e speaker now uses the word 'we' inclusively to alig n this second
opinion with botl1 the immediate audience and the wider commUJlity while at tlte same time
opposing the government's opinion. In this way the speaker's perspective is g iven double
credibility as no t only is it presented as common to the community, but it is also opposite to
the government (often a target of cynicism).

The two ideas in the second sentence are joined with ' 311d'. In this way the speaker implies
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that more resources would help students to be better catered for. When linked back to the
first sentence the impression is that the government could help with this provision of
resources but does not because they believe it unnecessary. So the principal has
acknowledged insufficient educational provision for gifted children but has negated his
personal responsibility for the cause or rectification of this situation by aligning himself
sympathetically to his audience and assigning blame to the government, an untouchable
authority.
PB: ·'It's a matter of the resourcing we have. If we had more resourcing then maybe
we could look at something different"
PA: ··Given our resources at this school things are just about right. Wl1ether
nationally things are about right I don ' t know. That depends on value judgements
and to what extent you allocate opportunity and resources across the spectrwn"
In this exn·act the Conversation of ' restrictions· is used directly as a rationali sation of
programming choices. In the first sentence the piincipaluses the school's level of resources
as a qualifying measurement of programme adequacy. ln this way any criticism of
programming can be referTed back to the Conversation of ' restrictions.·

ln the last sentence the principal states the allocation of resources is a 'value judgement. '
This sentence can be related to the Conversation of ·priOJities.' The sentence makes sense
only when the listener understands a nwnber of assumptions the speaker has taken for
granted. The 'vaJue judgement' the principal is referring to is that of the choice of resource
allocation. By using the phrase 'across the spectrum' the principal is employing a definition
of ability in degrees and fuelling the notion of opposition between special needs and special
abilities. The word 'spectrum' conjures images of a range of student abilities fi·om one 'end'
to another. The assumption is that choice of resource allocation is made on the basis of this
'spectrum.' By tying 'value judgement' to ' spectrtun ' the principal is enforci11g the idea that
resource allocation is not a matter of equal amounts to individual students. rather it is a
choice dependent on a child 's place within the spectmm.

The 'restrictions' Conversation also includes the limited availability of time:

1: "Do you see any barriers in gelling !hal programme up and running? "
PB: "Time"
Time restrictions meant that teachers weren't able to organise programmes due to other
commitments.
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PB: [In reference to T's question: "Do you think schools are catering well for gifted
students?"] "Well , I think they've got so much else to do that they just go. its one of
those things, we'll strut it, ru1d we'll start it. l mean we have done that this yeru·, put
it off, ru1d you put if off, and you put it off."
The organisation of gifted progranunes are ' put off because schools ha\'e got 'so much else
to do.' This makes sense when the listener understands that time is limited ru1d thus not
eve1ything a school has to do actually can be done. The implication is that the other things a
school has to do can not be ·put off' the way gifted programmes can. Gifted programmes
were not the on ly educational programmes 'put off because of other p1iorities.
PB: "it's like teachers don't teach music or phys. ed. if the programme gets too full"
The idea ofprioritisation also crune into play when discussing funding. The problem was not
that schools had no funds to allocate to gifted education, rather that those that were allocated
were more likely to be used in other areas.
PB: ''We' re meant to, I think. cater for them out of our SEG grant. but that's not big
enough anyway. and the problem is in a school like ours. well \\ e get children
brought here. because of the way we deal with special needs. they suck up all our
SEG grant."
This statement is interesting in that it gives causality to the process of the use of limited
ftmds. something that previous statements have avoided. The speaker remarks that it is
special needs children that 'suck up ' the money, not the school, teachers nor govemment that

decides how the money is spent. TI1is gives the impression that there has been little choice
made by the school or teachers, that what happens is beyond the speaker's personal control.
The speaker is relying on the listener's commonsense understanding that SEG money should
be automatically allocated to special needs.

H o~ever.

later in the interview the speaker

raises the srune point, but then goes on to personalise the responsibility (see the use ofT
below).
PB: ''because I think, the reality is that, special needs sucks up all the money. That
in a school like mine I would put the money into that not special abilities. Because 1
see those children as being more needy, or it might be that, it might be that the
classroom teachers are going to be far more stressed if I don' t put the teacher's aide
in with them."
In the first extract the speaker has introduced the idea of different schools having a differing
base of student types. The principal presents her school as being one to which special needs
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children are 'brought,' then presents the use of the SEG grant as a natural consequence of
this. [n this statement the principal repeats that the nature of the school (in tenns of its
student base) serves as reasoning for the allocation of the SEG grant.

TI1e speaker now refers to funding allocation as a personal decision and gives the basis for
the decision : special needs children are more ·needy,' and more stressful, therefore they are
allocated funds at the expense of gifted programmes. This quote also demonstrates the use of
Conversations to build a definition of gifted children as discussed in the previous chapter.
The speaker separates gifted from special needs (and, one can sunnise, from ' normal') as
'either/or' exclusive groups. This separation. combined with the 'restrictions· Conversation.
opens the way for competition between the two- the limited fu11ds can go to either one or the
other. Special needs students are presented as being 'far more' stressful to teachers- ' far
more' than gifted students is the inference. This makes sense if the listener employs a
definition of gifted children as ' non-problematic' children and works under the assumption
that a special needs student's failure to achieve is more significant than a gifted student's
failure to reach their potentiaL

Another extract from a different participant also employs these Conversations when
explaining competition between the 'needs' of chi ldren. In this case the principal is
discussing the allocation of time to 'social issues' as being in competition with time spent on
gifted programmes. Once again this principal discussed the type of school (in this case its
decile rating) as if it was a natural factor in the process of programming choice.
PA: "This is a low decile school, it's a decile 3 school, there's a huge amount of
time goes into social issues. Which is a concern, and we have to make sure that this
is not at the expense of children who don ' t have social issues and are here to team
and get on with their progranune"

1: "And does g((ted education fall into that group, the children who don't have
social issues?
PA: " Well, gifted children, their educational issues and educational needs wouldn ' t
fal l, they might do, there might be a family upset and concern that this, because
they're gifted doesn' t mean there is not a family concern and a social issue. And yet
gifted education is an educational issue rather than a social one".
ln this extract the principal is reluctant to relate gifted children with social issues. The two
are separate. TI1e speaker separates social issues from gifted education, while at the same
time relating social issues to the decile rating of the school, implying gifted education is
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incompatible with a low-decile communhy. Gifted children are talked of as being purely
academically orientated ("are here to leam"). Their achievement of this goal is said to be
potentially obstructed by the amount of time needed to deal with the 'social issues' of other
children resulting from the low-decile nature of the conununity.

Con versa! 1011: 'need·
These extracts show how programming decisions are linked to a variety of Conversations.
Principals' philosophical beliefs are considered, but organisational ' restrictions· are also
factors influencing programming choice. The Conversation of 'restrictions· is used in
combination "' ith the notion of the 'need' to explain a prioritisation of educational
programming. The 'need' of a child detennines the amount ofresourcing allocated.
PB: .. well, quite often those children are the ones who just get on and do their work.
Maybe, they're not so. umm. needy as the children in the class of twenty-nine that,
you know, you've got three that can't do the work that you're setting the class and
you have to devise a new progranm1e.··
In this extract the level of achievement is not important. students are simply required to 'do·
the work. The paragraph demonstrates the approach taken when considering programming.
Children are assessed according to their ·need' and this need is prioritised and used to decide
the allocation of restricted resources. Flllthennore 'need' is related to how the child 'fits in'
to the situation, which is detennined by the extent of ·problems':
PB: ''my belief is that these children fit in with just a bit of extra work. they're not a
problem.··
The defmition of gi fied children as non-problematic achievers who will succeed on their own
allows principals to rationalise a low prioritisation of gifted progranunes. Furthennore 'need'
is assessed in tenns of a glass-ceiling of achievement. Achievement levels are predetennined by the school and used to measure educational need. Once this level is met
' need' becomes 'extra'. Need is assessed and ranked according to 'priorities.'

Conversation: 'pnont1es'
The extracts above have not discussed the ' needs' of student in tenns of what is needed, but
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rather, in tenns of how important the need is. When the needs of gifted students are
discussed they are done so in tenns of their relation to the needs of other students, in
particular special needs students. Special needs students are 'more needy' , gifted students are
'not so needy'. Implicit in such phrases is the assumption that need can be prioritised. Some
need is greater than other need. The 'stable internal competency view' combined with the
Conversation of'restricitions' assists with the prioritisation of'need', when ' need' is related
to achievement. Gifted students have already achieved, and are likely to continue achieving.
Therefore their ' need ' (for achievement) has been satisfied, so limited resources may be used
elsewhere.

The prioritisation of gifted issues was referred to explicity by one principal:
PA : ''Given that [gifted education] is not a priority"
PA: "Central govenunent has been vel)' good in the last fe\\ years of setting the
priorities. Gifted Ed hasn't been one of them"
When refening to this prioritisation process the principal has in the tirst instance neglected to
include an agent in the process. and in the second instance has implicated the government as
responsible for prioritisation. This is an example of the Conversation of ·outside pressure'
being used to delegate the responsibility of catering for gifted children.

Conversation: 'outs1d.e pressure'
Principals sometimes desc1ibed a programming decision as relating to outside pressure upon
the school to operate in a certain way. Two main agents- the government and parents - were
identified as the sources of such pressure
PB: ''I suppose people would do something, in a way, if they knew they had to. You
lmow, it might be a cycle where they know that the govenunent's going to make
them do it and it's going to be looked at so therefore they' re goi ng to make the
govemment give them the stuff that's going to make them do it. You know, so it's
almost a cyclic thing."
Thjs extract highlights the speaker's belief that the government has some responsibility in
terms of gifted education. In this case it is up to the government to exert pressure onto
schools by way of obligation. Thls, the principal says, would act as a catalyst for schools to
increase their pressure back onto the government to provide resources to enable schools to
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cany out those obligations. Schools are motivated into action by state demands, and in tum
demand action from the state.
PB: "often what makes you do it. it's someone else, it could be ERO coming in
saying..(p) ..and that's why they're good. I believe they do valuable things in
schools ninety-nine percent of the time. They make you look at what you're doing.
whether you like it or not. You have to refine it and do it. So it's just having a bit
of pressure applied:·
Here the principal reinforces the idea that the driving force behind policy reflection and
implementation is outside pressure. Ln this case the pressure comes from the government
agency Education Review Office (ERO). However. other principals questioned the
dedication ofERO to gifted issues:
PD: "There isn't the drive from the '\1inisrry that there use to be. ERO certainly is
only interested in questions. not the answers. So. urn. unless teacher-groups
the1nselves or interest groups from parents are re-established. some kind of interest
group, it's not going to happen."
In this case. in the absence of'drive· from the Ministty, it is left to teacher or parent 'interest
groups· to ensure issues in gifted education are attended to. the presumption being an
understanding that gifted issues will not be attended to b) schools without some kind of
external pressure. TI1ese statements supp011 the delegation ofresponsibiht) for gifted
programmes to government and community, as it seems a natural understanding that schools
will not act without pressure from these groups. Government re-delegation back onto schools
was, however. objectionable. The lack of direct enforcement of policy from the government
was spoken of in dissenting tenns by most principals who seemed to regard it as an
avoidance of responsibility.
PB : '"Because I just think the government divests itself of any responsibility in a lot
of educational matters."
PB : " ... and so they [the government] just divested themselves and I think they make
the noises but they really are saying 'you do it yourself."
PD: " ... and I suppose it's already indicated the govenunent has a nice easy response
now in that the money is provided and it's up to the school to detennine how it 's
used.''

1: "Pass the buck?"
PO: "that 's right, self-managing schools, when it suits."
Such discourse reinforces the idea that it is the government's duty to ensure gifted issues are
attended to. Another statement demonstrates this:
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PC: "l don't think schools are given a lot ofinfonnation on it".
The fact that schools need to be 'given' infonnation indicates that the responsibility is located
elsewhere. Expressing responsibility for gifted education as a multi-party issue affords
principals a disclaimer in tenns of actual practice. They haven't been 'given' enough
infonnation/resourceslfunding. Others (the goverrunent, ERO) don't prO\ ide enough support.
Plus any problems arising from actual practice can be refen·ed back to these agents: the
school is merely responding to outside pressure.

When 'outside pressure' was discussed in terms of parents and community, principals were
ambiguous in their discourse. ln some cases 'lobby groups' or 'vocal' parents were seen as a
necessary and positive influence:
PB: "one of the mothers was extremely vocal about making sure her child was
catered for. which was good for me".
PA: "like with all facets of education there are people who push patticular beliefs
and understanding. Each sector of education has their lobby groups. Which I guess
is good because it keeps people focused".
In other cases parents were described as pushy. After being invited by the inten iewer to
discuss personal experiences with gifted children one principal began a narrati\'e of two
children he had worked with. The natTative is significant in many ways, one of which is its
reference to the children's parents as a means of explaining the child's behaviour:
PA: "I had two boys at the same time ... they were both vety talented, gifted in maths
particularly. and language. One boy was pushed by his mother patticularly.
probably Mum and Dad, but especially Mother. He was vety difficult to, well not
difficult, he was a bit, at times he was difficult to teach because he would not tty
anything that he didn't know he could do. I had first hand experience, I was working
with him on a computer and learning addition when he was six. If he knew what he
was doing and knew how to do it he would, he was fine. As soon as I pushed him
into the unknown he'd back off....The other boy, his parents were, they worked at the
University of Auckland. They were the opposite. They encouraged him and helped
him, just treated him like anyone else. And he achieved higher and was more
confident; attempted more and was a better achiever".
This passage illustrates a number of Conversations at work. The two children are defined as
'talented' and 'gifted', one however is problematic (although the principal is reluctant to
confinn this and settles on 'at times he was a bit difficult to teach) while the other 'achieved
higher' because ofhe was ' more confident' and 'attempted more'. The narrative explains that
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what made one problematic and the other 'a better achiever' was the difference in parenting.
One parent 'pushed' and in the stmy this leads to the difficulty in teaching. The other parents
(whose occupation in another educational institution is pointed out) 'encouraged' and
'helped·. which the story says is the 'opposite' of pushing. furthennore these successful
parents 'h·eated him like anyone else.· The way this phrase is situated in the narrative it too
becomes an antonym for pushiness. The moral of the story is clear. pushing your child will
result in problems, 'encouraging' and ·helping' your child, and treating him the same as
ot11ers, leads to success.

There is however one logical linguistic anomaly in the story which highlights the cultural
context of 'pushiness ' which the principal is employing. The principal states that he himself
'pushed· the child. In this case however the pushing is pru1 ofru1 educationaJ strategy. The
principal is pushing into the unknown. and is disappointed that the child would 'back off.
This is clear because the description of the instance of pushing and backing off is
incorporated into the st01y to illustrate the problematic nature of the child. This would only
work if backing off is problematic and pushing is a positive educational strategy.

Conjecture would say the principal was in fact 'encouraging· and 'helping· the child. to
which the child failed to respond due to his problematic nature which was caused by parental
pushiness. Where does this conjecture come from? It stems from a cultural model of the
word ·pushy' and its pre-established use with the parents of gifted children. The principal is
assuming that the interviewer, a primruy school teacher experienced in working with gifted
children. will have had experience with gifted children whose parents are pushy. and so he
may use the word 'push ' in respect of a parent with one meaning and in respect of his own
practice with a separate meru1ing and not have to explicitly distinguish between the two.

The nature of the community of parents of gifted children was generalised in such a way
throughout the interviews. Pru·ents of gifted children were 'strong', and 'vocal ', their
collective interests were 'lobby groups' and they were attracted by t11e 'glrunour' of
giftedness. These characteristics afforded to the collective of parents of gifted children meant
that comments on the group's role in 'outside pressure' acquired cynical overtones.
PA: "I know intennediates in recent years have moved away from streaming but
gone towards accelerant classes. Now I think that is probably in a response to pru·ent
desires. It's wonderful, your clti ld is in an accelerant class, .i sn ' t that wonderful".
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Tltis principal has made a judgement on the practice of other schools. She has presented the
proposition that other schools base programming decisions on parent wishes. The principal
then makes a rather cynical conunent in regards to the motivation of those parental desires.
The relationship between school practice and parent desires is acknowledged but in this case
parental pressure is given a negative cotmotation. The parents wish schools to undetiake
accelerallt classes so that they may enjoy the wonder of their child's participation in them.
One principal commented on a perceived link between govenunent interest in gifted issues
and such characteristics of parents of gifted children.
PB : " l think it's an area that the govemment could get good votes on, if they were
smrut, too. Because I do think it 's an area that people with gifted children feel is
neglected and I think they ru·e strong people usually. Strong pru·ents. And I think, you
know, it would be a.. um. you know, an elitist sort of vote, sott-of-thing for them. I
think if they used their brains they could actually get a lot out of it. Because I think it's
an area that people, it's a little bit glamorous really, you know, having a gifted child.''
Pru·ents of gifted children are said to be 'strong ' people who feel their children's needs are
neglected and who enjoy the 'glamour' ofha\·ing a gifted child. The sh·ong nature of parents
of gifted children is related to their usefulness to the govemment in tenns of votes.
Presumably these parents are ones who will take action in the fonn of exercising their voting
rights should they feel their child is neglected, which according to this principal they do.

When discussing his school's own relationship with the community, parental satisfaction with
the school's practice was noted. and the indication used was lack of'problems' with parents.
PC: "we have never had ru1y problem with any programme we have put in place.
Pru·ents are supportive".
However the same participant also said,
PC: " 1 haven' t actually asked the conununity here, l mean they may say it's okay,
but, yeah"
So the claim of parental supp011 is made on the basis that no pru·ents have come fotth to
complain, yet no formal consultation has taken place. The ptincipal is acting on the
assumption that all parents are equally a) infonned ofthei.r student's progress, b) inf01med of
the school's practice, c) in possession of pettinent infonnation on the value of their child's
educational experiences, d) aware of avenues for feedback to the school and e) capable and
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willing to enter into dialogue with the school without invitation. All of these conditions are
necessarily taken for granted in order for the statement of lack of parental complaint to act as
a testimony as to the success of the school's practice. When parental feedback is needed to be
used to illustrate a different perspective these assumptions are challenged:
PO: ·'J suppose, urn, consultation with the community is fine, so long as people have
sufficient knowledge"
In this instance the relevance of parental/community input is based on the level of
infom1ation the conununity has before the consultation takes place. The speaker does not
signify responsibility for infonning the community. and the phrase ' sufficient' knowledge is
vague. This leaves the speaker free to decide the relevance of community input arbitrarily.
Another principal commented on the question of community's level of infonnation:
PB: "but the public have no idea about funding or lack of or anything, because
unless it affects you directly, you know, you have a child that is gifted, that's in a
classroom, that's being ignored, you don't know what it's like do you, really, I
suppose."
Again this extract serves to play down the relevance of wider community input. The ' public'
have ·no idea '. The speaker states this as a nominalisation: a process plu-ased as a noun, but
does go on to explain why the public has no idea. It is because it does not effect them
directly. Those that do have a gifted child who is being ignored may have an idea, but they
are not the ' public.'

Another principal down-played the relevance of community input by stating that in his
expetience issues which are raised by some are 'overplayed':
PA: "J tJ1ink that this issue about they're not looked after and they're ignored, and
they sit in a corner and don't get taught, is in my expetience largely overplayed."

1: "Overplayed by who?"
P A: "Overplayed by the people who are lobbying for more resources or time or
acknowledgement of gifted kids. Now I'm basing that on schools I've been in and
the schools that I know, 1 realise that but, yes, tttis school is set up for achievement,
and if you can achieve you fit in extremely well."
Once again the principal's judgement of the success of gifted programmes is the school's predetermined standard's of achievement. This principal's school caters well for gifted students
because it is 'set up for achievement'. It is then up to the student to 'fit in' through
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achieving: ' if you can achieve you fit in extremely well'. Students included in the principal's
view of'gifted ' have been pre-selected using a 'stable internal competency view'. Since the
principal has employed a nanow definition of gifted her 'experiences' are confined to the
limits of this nanow definition. These narrow experiences are used as judgement of the
issues raised by others. The principal has never experienced gifted children who are ' not
looked after', ' ignored' or 'sit in a corner and don't get taught' (possibily because she would
not consider these children to be part of the gifted community) therefore such issues are
·over-played' by people who want 'more.'

This analysis presents the hypothesis that principals tend to discuss the parents of gifted
children as a collective and afford this group a number of generalisations. The characteristics
may change however, when the function of the discussion changes. When parental input is
needed as a means of 'outside pressure', and used to delegate responsibility of gifted
education, parents are portrayed as a ·strong', 'vocal ' and 'elite'. When principals need to
down-play the relevance of community input parents are portrayed as 'pushy', motivated by
the 'glamour' of giftedness and ill-infonned.

The Conversation of 'outside pressure ' as a catalyst for programming decisions acts as a
diversion of schools' responsibility to its gifted students by delegating that responsibility. If
a school is acting under duress from its funder. or simply responding to parent desires it can
not be held fully responsible for the extent or structure of its gifted programmes. However
the principals did not completely excuse themselves or schools from responsibility for gifted
programmes. One of the questions asked by the interviewer which prompted the responses
above was:

!: "Do you think schools are doing enough ro cater for gifted children?"
This question presupposes the idea that schools should be catering for gifted children. This
notion is accepted without question by the participant. Instead of debating this issue the
participru1ts gave rationalisations of why schools either were or weren't. These points are
illustrated by the speaker below. For ease of analysis the pru·agraph has been separated out
into smaJier chunks, allowing reference to individual lines.

PB:/
2
3

" ... no l don 't think generally that schools do enough
but I think they are doing more
because it's becoming politically conect to do so."

1: 4

"Okay,
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5
P: 6
7

8
9
10

II
12
13

I-I
15

why do you think that they were not doing enough before?"
"Because I think there are other things,
it was, it was either too hard,
or these children,
my belief is that these children generally fit in with just a bit of extra
work,
they' re not a problem.
Whereas other children are
because if they' re not learning they can turn into behavioural problems
and parents, I think. are generally more vocal about children who
aren't at the right level than the ones that are,
some parents are, but,
wn, I just don ' t think ifs recognised by schools. "

The cohesive nahtre of this paragraph links schools' programming decisions with political
conectness, vocal parents, difficulty of implementation and behaviour problems. The
paiticipant identifies all these factors as contingents in the provision of programmes for gifted
children. Lines I and 15 identify the provision of gifted programmes as being a
responsibility of schools. in these lines it is up to a school to recognise gifted education and
to 'do enough' for gifted children. Lines 2 and 3 give the opinion (''1 think") that the reason
why schools may be taking on more of this responsibility is the increasing political
conectness of doing so. However the answer to 'why they were not doing enough before' is
not inpolitical-correctness. it is difficulty of implementation. the non-problematic nature of
gifted children. non-recognition by schools, and less vocal parents. Presumably all these
conditions can be put aside in the name of political correc111ess. lt 's a shame that children's
needs don't stir the same movement.

Line 6 begins with the Conversation ' pri01ities' ('there are other things') then line 7 shows a
change ofthought and the speaker employs the ' difficulty of implementation ' subConversation of the 'rest1ictions' Conversation. The speaker moves on again to the
definition of gifted as ' non-problematic'. 1n this case the non-problematic nature of gifted
children is reasoni ng for a Lack of specific programming for their needs. The 'opposition to
special needs' Conversation is then employed to highlight the both non-problematic nature of
gifted children as a rational reason for lack of programming, and as an explanation of the lack
of 'vocal' parental advocation for progranuning. Evenrually the speaker sums up by saying
non-recognition by schools is a main factor.

Lines 9 and 10 highlight the basis behind the non-problematic defm.ition of gifted children
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and its implication in the prioritisation of 'needs'. Line 9 explains Line I 0: gifted children
are not a problem because they 'generally/it in with j ust a bit of extra work' . The phrase 'fit
in ' cru.Ties a cultural model of a child who works to teacher expectation academically,
socially and emotionally. It represents the objective of the education system's goal for its
students: a set of pre-determined levels and desired behaviour, a set box for students to fit
into. Once you fit you are 'not a problem '. Gifted students do not fit in. but simply require
'just a bit of extra work' in order to fit in.

These points ru.·e strengthened by the use of the Conversation 'opposition to special needs.'
The problematic nature of special needs children is used to highlight the non-problematic
nature of gifted children. Special needs children (according to line 12) tum into behavioural
problems because they are not learning. When this is related back to the explanation of a
non-problematic child one assumes that when a child ·fits in' it is an indication that they are
learning.

Furthermore, now that the speaker has establi shed that he is discussing the contrast between
special needs and gifted, the listener can now come to understand. through line 13. that
special needs children ·aren't at the right le,el' and gifted children are. In order for this
sentence to make sense in the context of the paragraph the ·right' level in th is instance is not
the 'right' level in tem1s of the individual child's current abilities. it is the ·right' level in
tenns of school and parental expectations. The principal is again referring to the predetennined standMdised box that students are expected to fit into. The spec ial needs children
being discussed are not at the ' right' level in tenns of the predetennined level that children of
their age should be.

The principal explains that parents are ' more vocal' about students who aren' t at this right
level. The cohesive nature of the sentence and paragraph implies that it is only special needs
children who ru.·en ' t at the right level, and who are problematic and incur a higher degree of
pru.·ental 'vocal ' -ness. However, gifted children, by way of the definition already established,
have already achieved this level: therefore they too are not at the right level. What the
principal actually means is that students ' below' the level are cause for parental 'vocal' -ness,
whereas those above are non-problematic. The listener needs to have a pre-established
knowledge of tbe ideological belief in appropriate age-related levels, ru.1d the cultural
importance placed on the hierarchy oftl1ese levels, in order to bring meaning to this
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statement. In the end, however, whether the student is 'at' 'below' or 'above' the pre-set
level is not the issue in tenns of programming decisions. It is merely the impetus for parental
'vocal'-ness. It is the parental 'vocal' -ness that influences the programming decision. The
statement is an example of the use of the Conversation 'outside pressure' .

The lessons to advocators of gifted education is clear. The re-ason schools curTently don't 'do
enough' is the non-problematic nature of gifted childre11, their ability to fit in and their
parent's silence. Once gifted students acquire 'political correctness' they may be afforded
with more recognition. Such a sununruy of events tells a story regarding the power of
political and social influence over school policy makers. The Discourse presented above
serves to fuel the ability of interest groups to exert power over decision makers. From this
perspective. choice over cuniculum delivery seems to be subject to the ability of interest
groups to bring their particular needs and wishes to the foremost attention of school
administrators. The group that is able to exert the most attention. whether it be through
inapproptiate behaviour, parental outcty or social/political trendiness is rewarded ; the school
will 'do more.·

TI1is section has presented the Conversations of ·philosophy'. 'restrictions' and ·outside
pressure' to illustrate ho\v these views impact the provision of gifted programmes.
Principal's philosophical beliefs in terms ofprogranuning for gifted children are
compromised because of'restrictions' which limit ideal practice to actual practice. The
existance of ' restrictions' means that the ' needs' of students must be prioritised.
' Restrictions· automatically imply prioritisation of ' needs ' because of the importance of
·equity':

P: "G iven that it's not a priority, you could probably argue that there isn't [enough
supp011 for gifted students]. I don't know. It's an equity issue isn't it, really?"
The next section looks at the roJe that the ideologies of 'equity' and 'equality' play in the
provision of gifted education. Analysis of extracts looks at the use of the Conversations
presented so far and discursive techniques employed by principals when discussing ' equity'.
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Discourse in Action: The nature of equity in education
This section looks at the role that the ideologies of'equity' and 'equality' play in the
provision of gifted education. A11alysis of extracts highlights the fw1ctions of Conversations
ident1fied so far. Extracts are also analysed in tenn s of discursive techniques employed by
ptincipals when discussing ·equity.· To allow analysis to include reference to small portions
of text, the speech has been broken into lines each of which represents a separate thought
within a sentence.

Danks, in her di scourse analysis of attitudes towards mentaJ disorders within the

ew

Zealand community, identified what she called the 'rights repertoire.' a Conversation which
was based on the notion of"lawful or fair entitlement to consideration. opportunities and
treatment" which applies to all people (Danks. 1995:35). She noted that when this repettoire
was applied to people with mental disorders "it was almost always preceded or followed by
conditions.'' that is a disclaimer that gave criteria that needed to be satisfied before rights
were granted. Within this discussion on gifted education most principals rcfened to the
notion of equal ·rights· of student access to education. The type of education was qualified
and the conditions of entitlement were defined.

"All children huve a nghtto be educated"
PA:

I

2
3
-1
5
6

7
8

9
10

II
12
13

1-1
15
16

um, okay. um. my beliefs in tenns of gifted education .. (p) ..
I think that. um. all children have a right to be educated,
a right to be educated according to their. their individual need.
So in that sense giving gifted and talented kids or gifted children the
same rights as anyone else.
Of course they go,
by and large,
go to regular schools
and as such need to fit into the organisation and the patterns of that
schooling.
Therefore what schools are required to do, I think,
is to look at the students,
identify special needs,
be they slow learners. behaviour needs, children that are deemed to be
gifted,
and they need to have those needs acknowledged, identified,
acknowledged and met
as far as possible
So in that sense they are like evetybody else
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17

in that they need to be understood and assisted with their teaming.

The principal 's main purpose of this statement originally appears to be a declaration of her
personal commitment to the belief in the right of eve1y child to an education suited to their
individual need. This much is stated clearly and with ce1tainty at the opening of the
paragraph. The fact that such a statement needs to be made so pointedly is of interest to
begin with. Nearly all principals made sim.ilar statements pointing out that ·an children had a
right to be educated according to their individual need.' The fact that they needed to include
such a statement in a discussion on gifted education could imply that it is a notion that the
speaker does not assume the listener will take for granted; a notion that needs to be reinforced
in discussion; a belief that could be open for debate. It also implies that the issue of equal
'rights' is an important one when discussing gifted education.

By refening to 'all children' as a whole, then to 'gifted children' as a sub-group the speaker
has constructed 'the other.' Even though line 16 clearly states 'they are like everyone else'
this statement seems to be a contradiction. By refening to gifted students as 'they· the
speaker is distancing him/herself, and the listener, from 'them· and reinforcing the sub-group.
The speaker could have said ·we are all the same'.

The discourse has given a collective group of gifted children a minority status. The function
of this status is to allow the giving of conditions tJ1at must be met before 'they' can be
awarded as the same status as us. While the p1incipal makes clear the sub-group of'the
gifted' is something separate fi"om tl1e norm, line 4 infonns us that 'in that sense' (the sense
that they are children thus still part of'all children') t11ey are entitled to the same rights as
'anyone else'. These rights are, however, conditional, and the principal sets out the tenns of
these conditions: gifted children must 'fit in' and educational needs will be meet ' as far as
possible.'

The use of the phrase 'as far as possible' in line 15 is a reference to the Conversation of
'restrictions. ' This is a disclaimer allowing the school a defence against criticism of
provisions for gifted children. Lines 9 - II cred.its the school with the power of determin.ing
the ' needs' of a student. Lines 12-14 declare the school's responsibility to 'acknowledge'
and ' identifY' those needs, but line 15 makes it clear that those needs will be met 'as far as
possible. '
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Line 8 sets the conditions of the agreement between community and school. 'Of course'
gifted students, as paxt of a regular commw1ity, must ' fit into' the organisation of the school.
The limited power ofthe child in these statements is of significance. The child is 'given ' a
right (with condition attached); the child's needs are identified .for them, not by them. The
children are ' assisted' and ' understood. ' Everything that is done in this process is done ro or

for the child, not by them. This raises the issue of who is ' doing: ' who holds the power? In
tl1is instance it is ' schools; ' an inanimate object given a powerful position.

All children have a right to be educated, but that education is defined by 'schools' when
'schools' identify the child's ' need.' In addition, that right is only granted if a student
confonns to expectation of 'schools.' W11ile plincipals discussed tl1e ' light' of a child to an
education (that meets their ' needs') principals also talked about the notion of 'equity' which
was spoken of as the basis for decision making. 'Equity' was discussed as a more complex
idea involving a ' balance' of ' needs' and ' rights.'

"'What is equity and what does it mean?"

PA:

I
2
3
.j

5
6
7

8
9
/0

What we have to do,
we try to be equitable,
bearing in mind that we have to balance up need,
and what people should have with what they need .
What is equity and what does it mean,
and how does that translate into practice?
How do we balance up the right for each child to have an individualised
programme to suit their pruticular need?
Yet we're organised into groups.
There are all those issues.
How do we allocate time?

In the plu·ase 'we have to balru1ce up need, ru1d what people should have with what they need'
the principal seems to be pitting rights ('what people should have' ) against needs. Who and
what defines needs and rights is not made explicit in this text. The two issues, ' needs' and
' rights', are expressed as opposing goals which a school must 'balance.' However, later in
Jine 7, the speaker implies that each student's 'need' is tl1eir 'right', and the balance comes in
trying to accowlt for the individual 'particular' need of 'each ' student in contrast to the
differing needs of other students.
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The speaker then goes on link the school's organisational structure and time restrictions as
' issues' that impinge on that ' balance' . ln lines 5, 6 and 10 the ptincipaJ uses rhetorical
questioning to emphasise the dilemmic natw·e of 'equity', which is reinforced with the words
'try ' in line 2 and ' beruing in mind ' in line 3. The message of the paragraph is that

'equitable· education is an ideal blocked by the organisational barriers of the school system.
These organisational batTiers are not challenged. Perhaps 'we' are not meant to challenge,
rather ' we' are meant to ' translate into practice. '

"l:,'q uity is an interesting concept, isn '1 it? "

PE:

I
2
3
-1

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
/3

/-I

Pushed into a comer
if you've got a finite resource
ru1d you've got a bright child ru1d a slow child in a school
most of the resource will probably go to the slow child
Rightly or wrongly
This is the person who needs extra help to keep up
The govenunent drive of the moment is to close the gap
to help under-achieving children
It's not saying there are children at the top who could achieve more
Of course they could achieve more
I meru1 that's an endless argument
they could always achieve more
Equity is an interesting concept,
isn 't it?

Potter and Wetherell ( 1992) discuss the use of rhetotical work when presenting a specific
ideologically based repott. They describe the speaker as being caught in a dilenm1a; how to
present a potentially offensive, problematic or sensitive action, which could be reacted to as
interested, biased or motivated. This extract can be read as an example of rhetoric used to
deal with such a dilemma. The principal is attempting to illustrate the process of the
subjective allocation of resources and funding as a natw·al consequence of equity-based
education. What is essentially the principal's personal opinion and ideology is offered as a
self-evident truth.

This rhetorical argument employs a number of Conversations and discw-sive resoW"ces that
act to simultaneously offer a critique of the status-quo while giving a rationalisation that
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avoids the speaker taking personal responsibility for the opinion. The two main
Conversations employed are ' restrictions: limited resources' and ' priorities'. The limited
availability of resources is expressly given as a root factor; line 2. This is then directly linked
to the nature of the students in the school. Students are depicted as either 'bright' (stable
intemal competency view) or 'slow' children. These two groups are separated and polarised
and their prioritisation in tenns of need is built into their labels implicitly as previous analysis
has shown. 'Bright' children are not as 'needy' as 'slow· children.

The qualifier in line I introduces the two Conversations. The principal has m<tde a point of
expressing the unavoidable and inevitable nature of the situation. With this in place. the
principal is able to present line 4 as a simple description of reality. its importance
backgrounded b) the rationalisations used to introduce it. Line 5 sen·es to remove the
comment from the realm of persona] opinion. a necessary precursor to avoid audience
analysis of line 6. which is the crucial ideological standpoint.

TI1e phrase 'this is the person who needs extra help to keep up' is based on the ideological
viewpoint of education as a means of ensuring children display social I) dctennined
standards. In this phrase school is not a place for achieving individualised goals. it is not a
place of instilling a passion for leaming for the sake of knowledge. it is not a place for
allowing freedom of self-fulfilment. In this piU'ase school is a place where students are
measured against expected outcomes and against each other. lfyou do not reach the
outcome, 'help' is enforced upon you until you are in line with others ('keep up ' presumably
means 'achieve in line with peers').

The importance of this function of the school system is paramount. Ensuring all students
meet the expected outcomes is so important that it takes priority when deciding funding
issues. Once the outcomes have been achieved a student's educational ' need' is deprioritised. This ideology is presented as a taken-for-granted description of educational
reality.

The principal then continues his line of comment by adding a possible agent of causality
and/or responsibility. An example of government policy is given (line 7), perhaps as a
possible explanation for the situation. However, the pru1cipal does not commit him/herself to
explicitly assigning accountability by avoiding the use of words such as ' because.' Neither,
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though, does the principal negate such an inference as could have been done through the use
of words such as 'incidentally ' or ' nonetheless.' So the cohesive natw·e of this paragraph
allows the principal, once again. to present her opinion of the cause of ftmding allocation as a
desctiption of reality; thereby, adding credibility and avoiding dispute.

Lines 8 to 12 are significant as they represent an ob\'ious bias hidden in discourse. In line 8 a
group of special needs children who could achieve more are identified as 'under-achie,·ers.' a
label that allows them to be targeted for 'help.' Li nes 9 and 10 acknowledge the presence of
gifted children who could achieve more, although not only neglects to afford them the label
of under-achievers, but then lines II and 12 go on to discredit this g roup's significance by
suggesting the futility of its plight. Thus although in a literal sense both gifted and special
needs children are under-achje\'ers. only in the case of special needs is this seen as cause for
attention.

The speaker's final words perfonn their function admirably. The choice of words, its
position in the paragraph and the discursive features enable the sentence to act as a
summative finale- a disclaimer from personal opinion -and assimilates this 'ersion of reality
with the common-sense of the wider audience. The position of the sentence aligns the
previous statements regarding the 'need' for ·help' for special needs 'under-achievers·. the
requirement for all students to 'keep up' to a pre-detennined set of leaming outcomes and the
futility of advocating for additional achievement of gifted students as all issues that come
under the umbrella of ·equity.'

The fma] addition of the words 'isn't if is not wit110ut significance. This is not an invitation
to the listener to extend her opinion on the question of equity's interest value. It is a
rhetorical finaJe which, within the context of the interview situation, allows the speaker to
elicit the compliance of the audience without making any commitment as to the val idity of
her claims.

"Who needs what"
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PA:

I

2
3
-1
5

6
7

8
9

Well, it seems to me,
we either allocate our resources on an equal basis.
each individual is entitled to so much,
or we differentiate our allocation of resources according to need.
Now I don ' t think anyone would say that totally equal allocations is
equitable,
which is the key word.
So then what we do is we differentiate the allocation of resources.
As soon as you do that somebody gets more than somebody else,
the debate over who needs what will rage.

This principal remarks on the idea of a choice of resource allocation, a choice which he
detennines should be focused on the goal of equity. Through the process of reformation
(Fairclough, 1989) the notion of 'equal allocations ' in line 5 is pre-defined as 'each
individual is entitled to so much" in line 2. Line 2's definition works with a ' rights'
discourse of 'entitlement', 'equal allocations' talks about what one receives or is allocated,
yet the two are spoken of as meaning one and the same thing, and neither is 'equitable'.

As in previous examples of equity discourse, the principal aligns his statements with the
immediate and wider audience through the use of the word ' we' in lines 2, 4 and 7, and the
phrase' I don't think anybody would say'. This .is an interesting phrase, useful for various
functions. It is phrased negatively. It begins ' Tdon't think' pretending to acknowledge its
status as an opinion but then continues in the vein of a descriptive statement. What the
principal doesn't think is that anyone would disagree with the notion that 'totally equal
allocations' is equitable. But then he tags the quick throwaway 'which is the key word' onto
the end of this sentence. Now not only is the definition of · equitable' assumed as agreed
upon by all, but the fact that equity is the target goal of educators is also presented as matterof-fact.

Line 7 gives the impression that the principal's choice between equal allocation and
differentiated allocation is not much of a personal choice at all. Rather it is a jail accompli,
naturally and unanimously accepted. Because equity is the key, the inclusive ' we' must
differentiate the allocation of resources. Lines 8 and 9 then go on to present a number of presuppositions about the nature of reactions to the inevitable consequences of a focus on equity.
Equity leads to ' somebody' getting more than ' somebody' else does. The inclusive ' we' has
become less inclusive. Getting more is explicitly stated as an immediate consequence of
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differentiation of resource allocation. Then the immediate consequence of somebody getting
more is ' debate'. This assumes that 'somebody else' will have an issue with 'somebody'
getting more (or vice versa - who raises this debate is unclear) which in turn assumes the
parties will be infotmed of the amount each is to 'get'. It also assumes that t11e patties
involved will express their issues through ' debate', which assumes they have access to the
channels of'debate' and are moved enough to undertake such 'debate'. So moved in fact that
their debate will ' rage. '

Furthetmore the principal explains exactly what will be the topic of the debate. The debate is
over 'who needs what'. Through cohesion of the paragraph 'who needs what' becomes the
crux of equitable decisions. The ptincipal has nicely summed the argument of this chapter;
that equity is a 'who ' and 'needs' based decision. This analysis has also argued that the
defining of 'who' and ' needs' is the basis for the principal's 'what'. The discourse of
principals as examined in th.is research shows that when principals use the 'stable intemal
competency view' to define a 'who' as a group of ' the gifted' who, because of 'reshictions'
ex.ist in 'opposition to special needs' gifted children's ' need' becomes subject to low
prioritisation. How principals' defme 'what' apperu·s to have little to do with individual
children's educational goals, and more to do with 'outside pressure' and 'restrictions'. For
gifted children 'what' is subject to the approval of 'we' who aim for equity.

Summaty
The analysis of the Conversations that principals engage in when discussing progrrunming for
gifted students has identified the relationship between two main factors underlying practice;
that is, principals philosophical beliefs and practical restrictions. Programming ideals ru·e
based on a principal 's philosophical beliefs; however, actual practice is determined by the
ability of the school to reach the ideals within certain 'restrictions.' Thus programming
decisions ultimately become based upon available resources. Such resources include money,
time and teacher ability. Because resources are said to be restricted at1d insufficient to meet
ideals, choices have to be made regru·ding the allocation of resources. In order to
systematically and efficiently choose resource allocation schools, principals and society
categorise students into groups, then use the defming chru·acteristics of these groups to assess
their 'needs'.
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'Needs' are then prioritised on a hierarchy. those with the highest need receiving more
resources in the name of equity. Gifted children as a group are defined as non-problematic
children likely to continue experiencing success. ' Needs' are defined in tenns of a child's
achievement of pre-detennined nom1s and standards. Gifted children are labelled such
because they have already achieved those standards. therefore their ' needs' receive lower
priority. Reinforcing this de-prioritisation of the needs of gifted children is the Conversation
that encourages a view of gifted as in ' opposition to special needs·. The ' needs' of special
needs children are highlighted and expressed in acute fo1m serving to fUJther neutralise gifted
issues.

Schools wary of criticism regarding their practice employ the conversations of 'outside
pressure' and ' restrictions' to delegate responsibi lity and causality. Furthennore. principals
engage in rhetoric driven discussions of equity and equality which serve to divert attention
away from the outcomes of individual students, caused by programming decisions, by
overshadowing analysis of practice with political and philosophical debate. These points are
illustrated in the final extract.

·'It would be moral~'' wrong"

1:

I
2

PD: 3
.f

5
6
7
8
9
10

JJ
12
13
1-1
15
16
17
18
19

So you mentioned resourcing, um,
are you happy wilh the way that C'WSA children and prngramrnes are
prOI'Ided for by the g01·ernment')
Well they don ·t get particular resourcing
as do children who have special needs at the lower end of the scale.
But there is funding available,
limited as it is,
there is funding available.
So in tenns of equity 1 don ' t think its equitable,
that we' re not asked to identify the others.
I suppose the argument would be that the govenunent has been quite,
wn, quite cagey,
In tenns of how they allocated the funding.
I suppose a school can detennine how that's being used.
And I think some schools have used that for special abilities programmes.
You could argue a strong case for that.
There's an assumption that school like**'
' its easy'
' there's lots of money'
' we don ' t have the problems'
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20

21
22
23

2-1
25
26

the reality is we do have a lot of children with special learning needs,
quite significant nwnbers,
and, urn, there's not enough resourcing to cater for their needs and special
abilities ones as well,
And l suppose I feel it would be morally wrong to use it for children who
are cunently coping well
That we know will survive in college
If we don't put some effort into the ones we know will fail significantly
[f we don't give them a last chance before they leave the primruy sector.

Although the interviewer has asked a closed question ('are you happy?') in reference to
govenunent provisions, the ptincipal has answered with a debate on equity issues. In line 8
the principal states clearly that funding provisions are inequitable. However, the remainder
of the speech functions to delegate responsibility for the inequities and rationalise the
consequences of this delegation. The extract demonstrates a number of the identified
Conversations in use.

l11e principal has employed the Conversations ' restrictions ' at1d ·outside pressw·e ·. Lines 6
states funds ru·e limited and line 21 points out that the resomces available are 'not enough' to
cater for aU student's needs. Lines 3 ('they don 't get'), 5 ('available' ) ru1d 9 (we're not
asked') all serve to give the impression that the issue of resourcing is one that is imposed
upon the school from outside. Who gives, makes available and asks is not stated but the
implication is that it is the goverrunent. This is a reinforcement of the interviewer's original
proposition that it is the government who ' provides' . However, line 12 acknowledges that it
is the school 's responsibility to determine the distribution of resources. Before making this
acknowledgement the principal firstly states that he sees this situation as a result of the
government delegating its own responsibilities (line 11 ).

The principal has also employed the Conversations 'on their own' and 'opposition to special
needs to set up the 'stable internal competency view' in defining gifted students. Line 23 is
an example of'on their own ' . The principal also makes the point of stressing the 'need' of
special needs students in contrast to gifted. The combination of Lines 18 at1d 19 cohesively
feed the defming of special needs as 'problems'. The ptincipal notes the gravity of these
special needs ' problems' in line 2 1 ('quite significant'), line 25 ('significantly') and line 26
('last chance'). Used in conjw1ction with 'opposition to special needs' this serves to diminish
the importance of gifted educational needs.
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The employment of these Conversations prepares the listener for acceptance of the crux of
the argument, which is line 22. The principal is abJe to present the discriminative allocation
ofresources as an inevitability of moral virtue.
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SECTION FOUR: Findings
Discussion ofFindings:
The function of schools as a vehicle for social construction and reproduction of cultural
norms has been discussed widely in educational literature. "We work within the tradition that
considers education part of the process by which societies ru1d cultures develop, revise, and
renew their priorities, beliefs, values, policies. and institutions" (Purpel & Shapiro, 1995: 1).
Schools not only select and cettify a workforce, they maintain privilege by taking the fonn of
the dominant culture and defining 'legitimate knowledge' (Apple. in Corson. 1995): ''in
short...schools aJlocate people and legitimate knowledge, legitimate people and allocate
knowledge" (Corson, 1995:9).

The medium for this aJlocation and legitimisation process is language: it is through discourse
that power is exercised, established and perpetuated (Corson, 1995; Gavey. 1989). Hidden
within language and discourse are ideologies and theories which serve the allocation and
legitimisation of'the norm'. These messages can be subtle and illusive to those for whom
they are already ingrained, and for whom the dominant discourse has become naturalised as
truth. In this way ' the dominated become accomplices in their own domination ': ''In their
language usage's the non-dominant adhere to the linguistic nonns created by domjnant
groups, while not recognising that they are being 'voluntarily coerced' (Corson, 1995: 10).

The reproductive and creationist actions of schools are undertaken through discourses that are
soaked in historical, cultural, political and, most importantly, veiled ideology: 'veiled,' that
is, by linguistic tools which present ideological beliefs as fact. "It is easy to be seduced by a
relativist moral stance wherein there are no markers by which one can measure the moral
correctness of a position" (Thomas, 1998:8). Instead Thomas bade us hear the words of
Durkheim ( 1933), who remind us of the subjective nanue of our debate:
"Everything which is a source of solidarity is moral, everything which forces man to
take accowtt of other men is moral, everything which forces him to negotiate hls
conduct tluough something other than the stirring of his ego is moral" (Durkheim,
1933 in Thomas 1998:8).
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The existence of dominant ideologies, morals and linguistic norms is not what is problematic:
it i.s their tmchallenged acceptance as 'common sense' and the consequences of this that is of
concern in this research. Purpel and Shapiro (1995: l) point to the importance of not only
recognising the relations between educational and social, cultural, moral, political and
economic issues "but paradoxically to the significance of not acknowledging them."
"This perspective reminds us that educationaJ issues cannot be adequately
understood in merely technical and resource tetms. They are fundamentally sociaJ
questions, involving struggles over, for exampJe, sociaJ justice, equity and
citizenship" (Ba11on, 1999:54).
However, by engaging in the Conversation of ' restrictions' and ·priorities' principals,
through their discow-se, reduce their involvement in educational issues to ' merely technical
and resource tenns.' By upholding the theories of ' equity' in justifying their practice,
plincipals accept the subjective notion of unequal differentiation of resources, and in tum
accept without challenge the ideologicaJ definition of·need' that decides this differentiation .
By discussing ' the gifted ' using the discourse of a 'stable internal competency view,'
principal's sanction the creation of a group of stereotyped and over-generalised 'other' and
what's more use this generalisation flexibly in order to justify disc1iminative practice which
they then describe as 'catering for individual need'. It is vital to recognjse the implications
the acceptance of this discourse has for the educational progress of gifted students.
''Members of society and even educators still hold beliefs and attitudes that result in actions
that are often damaging to the optimaJ growth of blight children'' (Clark, 1997:8 J).

The discourse ofdefining 'gifted':
Pollard ( 1996:309) claims differentiation, or any form of distinction between individual
students is ' both necessary and inevitable' so that teachers may 'cope with the demands of
classroom life. ' He notes three main areas which teachers use to base differentiation: issues
of control and discipline, interpersonal relationships and achievement. This has been
reflected in the build.i ng of a definition of giftedness portrayed in this research. However, he
also acknowledges that "serious responsibilities and potential problems are introduced when
processes of distinguishing are applied by those with a degree of power and authority to the
qualities and lives of other people" (Po Hard, 1996:308-9). "The mere existence of supposed
groups of this kind forces us to categorise, and the categories encourage a particular mindset
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about a group, while in reality the 'groups' in question are 'cross-cutting, fluid and shifting"'
(Young in Thomas et al, 1998: 15).

Bay! iss (1998) claims that the language of diagnosis becomes the basis for teachers to
communicate professionally. They use 'diagnosis as communication' to transmit
'knowledge' about students in economical language. "In order to conm1w1icate the
objectified knowledge and to legitimate the social group that created it, knowledge becomes
reified, fragmented and rationally ordered" (Bayliss, 1998:68). Thus the holistic complexity
of a d1ild is reduced to a diagnostic label, e.g. ' gifted'. Problems arise when children are
' reconstructed ' from the simplified label and ' procedures ' of educational intervention ru·e
prescribed from this reconst:mction. "The indexial construct [gifted] comes ready-made with
a set of mles of procedure (derived from the word meru1ings associated with [gifted]) implicit
within the constmct (the programme to reconstitute the complexity) and it operates as a linear
system : diagnosis, then prescription" (Bayliss, 1998:70).

This research has identified the construct of the word ' gifted' as it is used by ptincipals for
differentiation and prescription. The ' stable intemaJ competency view' of gifted reflects a
number of assumptions about human nature ru1d Jeaming common in the dominant
discourses, which themsel ves reflect the dominant cultural and political ideology. The
Conversation ' on their own ' set within this view implies children ' s achievement is innate and
Wlfelated to educational input. Such a view reflects a western focus on ' ability' as the pivotal
attribute ofperfonnance, rather than ' effort' (which is said to be the focus of eastern cultures)
or external influences, task difficulty or luck (which is said to be the focus of Polynesian
cultures) (Biggs & Moore, 1993). Clark ( 1997) claims that this Conversation is the most
influential on the perceptions of public and the actions of educators. Renzulli (in Cox,
1997:6) highlights the dangers of operating under such a construct: "we must constantly
battle against that old assumption that g ifted students can probably help themselves anyway often they can't, and their talents are then wasted forever".

To be considered gifted, children must fust display achievement within set guidelines and
perform to behavioural standards. Children who did not reach standards set nor confonn to
behavioural expectations ru·e simply not considered to be gifted~ they have been incorrectly
identified. Thus the concepts of 'gifted w1der-achievers', ' gifted with learning disabilities'
and 'gifted children with emotional/behavioural problems' are negated. The definition given
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by the discourse analysed in this case would make these notions a contradiction in tenns.
This explains the documentation citing the lack of provision for each of these groups by the
New Zealand education system. Sturgess ( 1998) claims that at the time of writing there was
no national policy requiring schools to provide identification of or differentiated educational
opportunities for GLD [gift.ed and learning disabled) children despite the recognition of these
students in other countries. Tile Ministry of Education (2000) points out that some
behavioural characteristics of gifted children so closely resemble those associated with
ADHD that there is a danger of misdiagnosis . They also have concern over the large
numbers of gifted underachievers: "the discrepancy between ability and achievement in many
gifted and talented students is disturbingly large" (Ministty of Education, 2000:24 ).

The differing definitions of gifted imply differing prescriptions for educational intervention.
When gifted children are defined as achieving children without social/emotional/behavioural
issues, then programming decisions often neglect to address such areas. New Zealand ' s
hist01y of gifted education shows an emphasis on academic growth (Ministiy of Education,
2000). Gifted children are not seen as havi ng emotional/behavioural or leaming ' needs' and
thus these things are not looked for nor attended to. Instead the ' needs' of a gifted child arc
looked at in terms of academic achievement: a better score, a first place, ' more ' learning,
' more' knowledge. Such programmes fail to provide for gifted children whose emotional and
social development is asynchronised with their peers. " As the levels of giftedness increase so
does the need for appropriate support in emotional and social areas'' and "emotional and
social development of these children can become problematic if they find themselves out of
step with their peers" (Ministry of Educaiton, 2000:24)

The addition of the Conversation 'on their own ' results in programming that is unJikely to
include any emphasis on effort or dealing with outside barriers to achievement. Fw1her, the
label gifted not only suggests a course of action but a degree of priority that should be placed
on the action taken and the resources allocated. TI1is is achieved by the use of the words
' need' and ' priority' in association with gifted children and their concwTent use with
reference to special needs children.

The discourse ofdefining 'needs' and 'priorities':
Once groups have been assembled through differentiation and diagnosis they are ranked in
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accordance to their priority of need. "Such needs of a child are determined with respect to a
reference group and implicitly reflect differential power relationships, construed as 'objective
truth' (Bayliss, 1998:70). Pw-pel and Shapiro ( 1995) claim competitive judgements and
ranking is an inescapable side effect of 'a pervasive .legacy oflogical positivist thinking in all
areas of life' which has dire consequences when schooling becomes the victim. "To subject
education so drastically to this process deeply disfigw·es and disto1ts classroom life and the
process of teaching'' (Pw-pel & Shapiro, I 995:49).

The 'distortion of classroom life' happens when the prioritisation and focus on ' needs' of a
stereotyped group takes over from the provision of an open-ended holistic education . The
' needs' of children are often defi11ed in tenns oftheir achievement of school-determined
criteria. A focus on achievement as defined through a batte1y of tests often means the
generalised pre-detennined criteria of these tests becomes the maximal outcome of
educational programmes. Instead these criteria should be "only an indication of what was
minimally expected or required ... education should go beyond ru1d do more thru1 this" (Purpel

& Shapiro, 1995:50).

Once knowledge has been legitimated, fragmented ru1d ranked into a hierarchy it is easy to
assess each indi vidual child's 'knowledge' (that is a child's display of knowledge, what is
measured and observed as a child's knowledge) against other children's 'knowledge' . This
hierarchy serves to label each child's knowledge as either ' more' or 'less', and as such the
differentiation in ' amount' of knowledge can be labelled on a scale of priority of need. With
this in place limited resources crut be allocated in accordance to ranked ' need'.

lf a child' s knowledge is labelled ' less' the child' s need for assistance receives more priority
than the child whose knowledge is labelled ' more. ' Because the gifted child is (according to
the defmition portrayed in this research) one who possesses ' more' knowledge, their needs
are considered to be 'extras' and do not take a high place on tlte hierru·cby. A gifted child 's
educational programmes are not ' remedial'; they are 'extensions.' Such progrrurunes ru·e not
necessruy; they are bonuses.

TI10rburn' s (1994) 'charity view' of special needs students may well be patronising and
oppressive, but it also serves to place them first in line when it comes to resource allocation.
Because their teaming needs are seen as actual 'needs' they are prioritised over gifted
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children. Thus the 'stable intemal competency view' of gifted children also acts oppressively
by giving rationalisation to the diversion of resources to other 'more needy' students at the
expense of the ' right to an individualised education'. "An emphasis on needs in special
education detracts from a proper consideration of the rights of those who are being educated"
(Thomas et al, 1998:9 italics in original).

The discourse of 'restrictions' and 'equity':
An unchallenged acceptance of school organisation results in ptincipals taking a 'technical'

view of policy and ideology ratl1er than a critical stance. Principals often acknowledged the
basis of their practice in terms of a commitment to the values of 'equity' but in doing so they
neglected to adequately define, clarify or justifY equity as a necessruy component of
educational planning, particularly i11 respect to educational outcomes for students. " Indeed,
part of the calamity of the public discourse about education is that when we invoke the
crucial moral and ideological commitments that infonn education, we do so in ways that ru·e
filled with ambiguity, confusion, dist01tions, and silences" (Purpel & Shapiro, 1995:62)

When discussing the01ies and discourses in inclusive education Dyson (1999:42) identifies
the 'pragmatic' discourse. This discourse favours a focus on what inclusive education looks
like in practice over the critical reflection of inclusive the01y. This leads to a focus on the
organisational characteristics of inclusive schools and a discourse focused on practical
recommendations in guides ru1d hru1dbooks. Such a focus backgrounds the ideological
assumptions of 'inclusion,' leaving them w1challenged by principals who become
' practitioners.' "The realisation of inclusion is seen, not (or not simply) as something that
has to be fought for, but as something that results from taking the ' right' sort of action at
different levels of policy-making and implementation'' (Dyson, 1999:43).

The principals' preoccupation with the ' restrictions' Conversation and their natural
acceptance of'a compromise in beliefs' meant that in tenns of'equity' principals showed
examples of a pragmatic discourse in action:
P : "What is equity and what does it mean, and how does that translate into practice?
How do we balance up the right for each child to have an individualised programme
to suit its particular need? Yet we're organised into groups. There are all those
issues. How do we allocate time?''
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Although the ptincipa] begins by asking 'what' equity is, the remainder of the statement deals
with ' how' equity is practised. How do we 'balance?' How do we 'allocate?' Tile focus is
on how to achieve 'equity' within the 'restrictions' of the organisation. TI1e fact the 'equity'
will be practised is a given, and organisational 'restrictions' impinging on that practice are a
given. Neither are challenged, instead technical ways of 'balancing' them are searched for.
''Many educators define their major responsibilities as working with the hand that is dealt
them: to respond to the pruticulars of the situation and to work with the students as they ru·e,
as the environment and sening is established, and within the concretised, mandated goals,
objectives. expectations, requirements, roles, policies, guidelines ru1d so forth" (Purpel &
Shapiro, 1995: 15). Educators need to clarifY their construct of ' equity' and the basis of tl1eir
acceptance of this concept. Although most principals in this study used 'equity' as
justification of the prioritisation of special needs McAlpine ( 1992) reminds us that equity is a
two-way street. ''Equity is the comerstone in arguing for appropriate and fair progrrunmes
for all groups of children - including CWSA. To overlook one group of children with special
needs, e.g. CWSA. is setiously to disadvantage that group in overall educational provisions"
(McAlpine, 1992:25).

While the Conversation of 'resttictions ' as identified in this research echoes Purpel and
Shapiro' s claim. one prut of their statement is contradicted in the discourse of principals.
Rather thru1 working ' with the st11dents as they are' one principal pointed out that students
must also take on the ' responsibility' of working within the organisational setting of the
school :
P: " ...of course they go, by and lru·ge, go to regular schools, and as such need
fit into the organisation and the patterns of that schooling"

to

A focus on the orgooisational issues of ' equity' results in the uncritical acceptooce of •equity'
as the right way to achieve social justice in education. Once 'equity ' issues become the
unexrunined justification for practice, which is still ultimately determined by organisational
structures, the consequences of such practice become secondary. "Within the deaf
community, for exrunple, Mason (1994) suggests that inclusive dialogue has stressed
political, economic, bureaucratic, professional and administrative issues, rather thru1 the
effects of inclusive education on individual children" (Thomas et al, 1998:5). Within the
transcripts analysed in this research, principals did not offer any examination between
'equity' based practice and educational outcomes. In his debate on ' inclusive practice'
Dyson (1999:45) argues that educational programmes "that apparently deliver children's
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rights... may also, at the same time, provide those children with inferior educational
experiences."

PtincipaJs take on board the goal of 'catering for individual needs· given the 'restrictions' of
the organisational structures of their schools. However, not only do they neglect to challenge
the organisational sn·ucture, but they also forget the distorting affect that an acceptance of this
structure will have on tltat goal. "TI1e very goals society uses organisations to achieve are
shaped by the natme of the organisations that are used to achieve them'' (Skrtic, 1991:144).
He cites Illich ( 1976) to describe this process: patients visit a hospital in search of 'health '
but actually receive ' medical care', yet view the t\vo as synonymous.
''Education is a social goal shaped by the medium ofan organisation. Socie~v wams
education but ·what it gets is a particular kind ofschooling, one shaped by the
particular kind o.lorganisation used as the mechanism to provide it. Although as such
the organisational context ofschooling should be an important topic ofstudy for
educators, historically they have neglected it'' (Skrtic, 1991: 1-1-1).

The discourse ofdelegation o.freJponsibility
When principals did express supp01t for a change to organisational structures, the
responsibility for initiating this change was delegated outside the school through the
Conversation of 'outside pressme' . It becomes the responsibility of the state, or of the
community: an interest group must rally itself in the name of change. However, the discourse
also allows for barriers to restrain the actions of both these groups. Where the govemment
dictates programming ctiteria it is 'restrictive' and 'controlling ' in order to service its own
agenda. Where the government leaves progran11ning critetia open to school determination it
is 'divesting itself of responsibility ' or ' passing the buck ', again in order to service its own
agenda.

Parents are easily dismissed from the equation. Those that remain silent are by default
supporters of the stants quo. A lack of complaint is taken as an indication of satisfaction.
However, those that do partake in debate are ' pushy', if too many join forces they become a
'lobby group', and once assigned this label they are may also fall into the ' agenda' categoty
and, as with the state, are regarded with cynicism. Parents are spoken of as ill informed. The
nominalisation of this 'ill-informedness' does not acknowledge responsibility nor causal ity of
the ill information; it is omitted as if non-existent.
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Purpel and Shapiro ( 1995:15) discuss the phenomenon of 'teacher bashing' as "yet another
device to relegate educational issues to the technical realm, thereby allowing the larger
culture to get off the moral and political hook. " TI1is analysis has highlighted the principals'
redress: the Conversation ·outside pressure' which serves to both re-delegate responsibility
back to society and state and simultaneously degrade the public voice by labelling it illi.nfonned or agenda-serving.

TI1e existence of ' restrictions' to practice, the existence of ' lobby groups' and ' state agendas'
and the impottance of 'equity' is not what is of debate in this research. It is how these issues
are portrayed in discourse and used to legitimate status-quo practice that is of concern. The
' rational ' and ' real ' aspects of these issues is in fact what makes the Conversations so useful
in overshadowing the more pertinent issues, such as: what lies behind ' restiictions '; why do
parents and state have agendas; and how do all of these issues affect indi vidual student's
educational outcomes? These are but a few of the questions raised: a small selection of
issues that require further debate.

TI1e limitations of our discourse are the limitations of our imaginations, and the limitations of
ow· practice. We have forgotten that what once was theory. still is theory. Just because it has
become practice does not make it tmth, nor does it make it resolute. There are alternatives.
A principal says, "yet we are organised into groups" and doing so accepts and convinces
others that this is an axiom. This axiom is problematic; it disrupts the endeavour for
' individualised' programmes, yet the principal does not think to challenge it. Her discourse
does not suggest challenge is an option.
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Implications of the findings
Tite findings of the CWTent study suggest a munber of areas that educators should consider for
reflection. First, the research advocates a greater awareness of discourse in use by educators.
Second, the consequences of a nanow definition of giftedness identified by this research
suggests educators seek a more holistic approach towards discussing students. Third, the
discussion has suggested that principals take on board a more critical perspective on policy,
rather than the teclmical approach which the discomse cwTently favours.

The impoitance of words can be clearly seen. Discourse detennines ideology, which
detennines practice. Practice detennines discourse, which detennines ideology. Ide-ology
detenrunes discourse, which detennines practice: chicken and egg style. Given the role that
schools play in creating and reproducing dominant ' nonns' in society the function that
discourse plays in this role must be the subject of ongoing reflection. Dealing as it does with
human lives, ongoing reflection of educational practice and di scourse should be paramOtmt.
We forget that schools not only reflect society but also help to create and reproduce 'nonns'.
Once we have accepted this creationruy role of schools then we need to accept the
responsibility of ongoing reflection on 'the what' and 'the why' of what we are creating.

This study has reflected upon the constmct of gifted children as it is demonstrated through
the discourse of school ptincipals. That construct was shown to be limiting in its nature;
giving an image of gifted students as non-problematic and achievement orientated. Such a
construct is bond to overlook the intellectual, affective, spiritual and physical complexities of
individual learners. In her research on the mainstrearning debate in New Zealand Thorbum

( 1994) describes how people with disabilities tend to be defwed in tenns of their disability.
"If you had a severe disability, the ve1y first thing that others would most likely be told about
you would be a summruy of your deficits ... there would be a file containing a lengthy
description of your intellectual shmtcomings, yow· physical impainnents and your behaviour
problems ... nowhere would someone Jearn that you had a lovely smile, a strong sense of
identity, and a family that cared about you (Meyer, Peck & Brown, in Thorburn, J 994~ 25).

The same can be said for the discourse on gifted students identified in this research.
Gifted children are primarily defined in terms of their achievements in specific areas and
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their differences from others. This leads to a narrow approach to identification and
educational progranuning. Programmes for gifted children tend to be content based and
designed to deal with what has been identified as a child's existing ability in a specific area.
Defitting students in terms of pa1ticular ability "works against useful, well rounded
educational planning" (Thorburn, 1994:25). Moltzen (1995:295) points out that "one ofthe
dangers in building a case for the special consideration of this group of students [gifted] is to
over emphasis their homogenity as a group." Instead educators need to approach students as
individuals and plan an education for the whole child, rather than focusing on a small
selection of generalised characteristics. This would suggest a "fluid definition of special
need, whereby categories would be abolished and a child's needs would be defi11ed as and
when they arose" (Thomas et al, 1998: 15). Moltzen ( I995:296) maintains that the best
learning environment for any student is based on a comprehensive knowledge of them as
individuals. ''

A holistic view of individual students would require educators to challenge stereotypes and
economical prescriptive-type approaches to educational programming. Such an approach
would not come easy; it requires a challenge not only to principal 's personal perspectives but
also to social n01ms, expectations and organisational structures. However, as this research
has shown. a challenge to organisational structures is not easily accommodated within the
current discourse. 'Restrictions' are discussed as factors influencing progranuning decisions,
but not as factors to be challenged by the schools. A discourse more open to change would
extend fwther than the mainstream versus withdrawal debate and engage in discussion over
the physical and organisational structures of our schooling system.

Similarly, rather than approaching 'equity' based policy from a critical perspective principals
tend to focus on the implementation of the policy, accepting the principle of 'equity' as a
given. The acceptance of this policy of' equity', combined with the acceptance of
' restrictions' leads principals to make value-based educational decisions, yet principals do
not recognise the moral base of tl1eiJ decision making process. Instead, the prioritisation of
student's needs is presented as a fail accompli, driven by situational circwnstance rather than
personal morals. Educators need to partake in greater reflection on how ' needs' are defmed
and also more importantly, who defines needs. We need to ask ourselves what makes some
needs 'special'; how do 'differences' become either 'deficits' or 'extras' (Bayliss, 1998).
The greatest implication of this research is the suggestion that more q uestions need to be
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asked.

Suggestions for further research
This research has reflected upon the role discourse has played in the detennination and
justification of educational programmes for gifted students. A discussion ofthe findings has
highlighted but a few of the implications of hidden ideology in discourse. There are many
more areas that the research suggests need fmther investigation. These include questions
concerning the interaction of a social construct of gifted and children's self-iden6ty and the
interaction of a political climate of community input and the construct of parents as ' illinfonned' and ·pushy. '

''The process of intervention is not pw·ely extemal to the object ofthe intervention (the child,
or adult). How the child or adult themselves attribute 'deviance' or whether they even
recognise that he or she is deviant will also affect the process'' (Bayliss in Clark 1998:66).
The words of Bayliss bade us remember the implications of our actions when we are dealing
with the human psyche. TI1e constmct of giftedness not only affects a school's practice, but
will also affect a child's self-image. How the child intema]ises that construct will have
implications on how it sees itself as a learner and as a member of society.

The 'stable internal competency view' has many implications for a student's self-identity.
The Conversation 'on their own' may cause a child to invest too high a regard in personal
self-efficacy and locus of control, confusing situations involving failure. The Conversation
' non-problematic' may cause the child to be out-of-touch with its own emotional or
behavioural responses. The Conversation 'achievement-otientated ' may cause conflict
between a child's wishes and outside expectations. To cope with this conflict children may
compose a discourse of their own which in tw11 interacts with the school's discourse.
Examination of sucb issues may uncover difficulties gifted children experience when their
personal awareness is confined by a narrow societal construct. How does being labelled a
'gifted child' affect the self image of children when, as Borland ( 1997:7) claims, "the term
gifted is as popular in the world of education as the term virus is in computer circles'', or, as
Moltzen (1999:58) states, "the word gifted itself is often used apologetically."
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rn light of the last decade of government policy, which has seen an increase in community
involvement in school management, the Conversations 'outside pressure' and the construct of
gifted parents call for fmther investigation. What is parents' response to thi s construct? Do
they see schools as unapproachable and out-of-touch with their needs? How does a school 's
construct of parents affect chi ldren 's self-image? What is the effect ofthe school's
employment of the Conversation ' restrictions' on parents· self-efficacy? This is a small
sample of questions, which the discussion of the ptincipals' discourse suggests.

The Conversation 'opposition to special needs' was critical in highlighting the components of
the definition of giftedness as employed by principals in this research. A reflective ctitique
ofthe definition of giftedness then also requires a critique ofthe definition of special needs.
If discourse on one group incorporates discourse on the other as part of its structure then t11e
two groups become dependent on each other to define themselves. An example of this is the
Conversation of gifted children as being in 'opposition to special needs.' Under this
conversation the language used to describe one group automatically alters the listener's
construct of the other group. Research into the repercussions of gifted discourse should
include discussion on the repercussions of special needs discourse, as the two will work
interdependently.

Limitations of the current study
The limitations of the cunent study. brought about by its structure and the confines of its
objectives, have meant that many questions raised are best left to future research . A wider
and broader study may have included investigation into political and social discourses
impacting on principal 's speech. A more detailed study may also have included extensive
analysis of speech including transcription details of speed of delivery, intonation, timing and
non-verbal features. "The absence of this detail limits the quality of the message that readers
can take from the transcripts and obviously makes them imperfect replicas of their originals"
(Corson, 1995: 14).

Corson ( 1995) suggests that participants be re-interviewed after the analysis of their
discourse to help confirm consistency of interpretations. This al lows the researcher to
consider the contextual factors and encourages the participants to refl ect upon their use of
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discourse. Within the structure of this study time was not allowed for follow-up interviews
so the opp01tw1ity for such reflection was lost.

Validity
This study of discourse is not intended to present generalised fmdings of a large population.
Rather. the intent is to provide specific examples, which a reader may then 'validate '
through personal recognition of the arguments made and their perception of application and
reliability. It is imponant to remember the distinction between the goal of traditional
research, which may be to 'discover·, 'reveal' or 'uncover' some fact or truth (Gavey, 1989)
and the goal of discourse analysis which is to show how these ·truths ' have been constructed
and the consequence of this. Discow·se analysts question the objectivity of empirical
' knowledge', and instead suggest that researcher interpretation is impossible to avoid.
" Researcher findings don ' t have any meaning until they are interpreted. and these
interpretations are not demanded by the findings themselves. They result from a process of
negotiating meaning within the community" (Gergen. 1997: 119).

This approach to analysis is arguably very different from empirical research techniques. It
follows then that a validation of the analysis will also differ greatly. Potter and Wetherell

( 1987) identify four techniques that can be used to validate the fmdings of discourse
analysis: coherence, participant's orientation. new problems, and fruitfulness. Coherence
refers to the degree to which a researcher's analysis appears to be complete and trustworthy.
Findings should not leave ' loose ends': i.e. there should not be features of the discourse
evident in the data base that do not fit the explanation (Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 170).
While exceptions to patterns are expected they should be explained reasonably and
accounted for in analysis.

When discussing participants' orientation Potter and Wetherell ( 1987) claim that in order
for a researcher's finding to be valid the researcher must remain true to the intentions of the
participant. "When looking at variability and consistency, it is not sufficient to say that as
analysts we can see that these statements are consistent and these dissonant; the important
thing is what (the participants] see as consistent and different So although a tum of talk
may, for example, take the standard syntactic form of a question, if the recipient treats it as
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an accusation the analyst is also justified in interpreting it this way" (Potter & Wetherell,
1987:170).

lt has been noted previously that one of the goals of discourse analysis is the identification
of the functions of discourse use. Potter and Wetherell ( 1987) claim that discourse use will
not only solve fw1ctional problems, but will also create new problems dw·ing attitude
construction. They argue that this feature of conversation, if recognised in analysis, helps
detennine the validity of the findings. "The existence of new problems, and solutions,
provides further confim1ation the linguistic resources are being used as hypothesised"
(Potter & Wetherell, 1987: 171 ).

Finally, the fmdings of discourse analysis can be assessed in tenns oftheir ' fiuitfulness ', or
their ability to ' make sense of new kinds of discourse and to generate novel explanations'
(Potter & Wetherell, 1987:171 ). Research that opens the topic up for finther analysis or
critique is regarded with respect. Potter and Wetherell ( 1987) state that this list of
validation techniques is not designed to be either indisputable or fail-safe. ·'Infallible
criteria exist only in the land of positivist mythology: there are no crucial experiments.
knock down refutations or definitive replications in the rea] world of science'' (Potter &
Wetherell, 1987: 172).

This report has followed the above recommendation in regards to validity issues. Where
participants offered contradictions, or differing pruticipants held differing views, the repott
gives an account ofthis and offers some explanation. The analyst has considered
participant's orientation and remained true to the context of the speech. The repott also
highlights the problematic nature of the discourse given and offers a vruiety of ru·eas for
further analysis. Above all, the report exhibits participant's language in verbatim fonn and
presents the analysis in logical sequence so that the reader may decide upon the 'validity' of
the findings for themselves.

As mentioned above, it is important to remember the goal of this study as it differs from that
of traditional research. It is not intended that generalised statements are taken from these
findings, rather the study serves to provide a structure for reflection upon current thought and
practice and open the doors to future research. The incapacity to make generalisations is not
seen as a linlitation of this research, rather it is considered to be a strength. The overuse and
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acceptance of generalisations made from empirical research should be a source of concern to
the reflective educator.

Conclusion
The pessimistic view oftJ1e future of gifted education initiatives is perhaps a recognition of
the ideology that works in discourse to undennine the recognition of gifted issues. A focus
on tlle practicalities of organisational restrictions and a prioritisation of the needs of special
needs students has resulted in the discriminative allocation of resources in the name of equity.
Gifted students and their supporters should not have to advocate for equal recognition of their
needs on their own in a system which holds debate witllin a narrow construct. Rather the
needs oftlle gifted should be catered for automatically by an education system which
recognises the holistic complexities of all students, and works reflectively to continually
challenge ban·iers to this goal. Opening discourse to the possibilities of a holi stic
individualised approach to education is the beginning. Schools need also to recognise tlle
role their discourse plays, not only in producing and recreating thi s discriminative practice,
but also in restricting avenues for change. Principals need to open their discourse to allow
the state, the community and the students to hold some power within discussions. Rather
man delegating responsibility and constructing discourse to rationalise unsatisfactory statusquo, all must work together to achieve their ideals.
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Appendix A: Transcript Symbols
TI1e following transcript symbols have been used in this report:

1:

indicates the passage has been spoken by the interviewer

P:

indicates the passage has been spoken by the participant

II

used to give context of a passage of speech

a short pause between words

(p)

a discernable interval, or longer pause. in dialogue

a full stop indicates a fall in intonation, reflecting a linguistic rather than a
grammatical end of a sentence.

a comma indicates a continuing intonation within a sentence, again used
linguistically rather than grammatically.

.

?

a question mark indicates rising intonation. and may or may not mark a
question.

an exclamation mark indicates an animated tone.

{laugh} indicates laughter within the dialogue

***

indicates a word has been omitted from the transcript in order to protect
anonymity of the participant.

Reference: Danks (/995)
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Appendi"< B: Interview Schedule
Briefing:
You\ e n.-ad the mfomwuon she.:t and seen that the focus of tlus inter\ie\' is the topic of g1fl<.'tl educauon m Ne" Lea land, and
the d1scoursc us<.-d "hen pnnc1pals d1scuss this topic.
You are 3\\arc I am gomg to be recordinJ! the mten1e'' tor \-erbatim transcnpuon, but I'll JUS! check ne.am thotth1s 1s okay ''lth
~ou before I tmthe tape recordl'T on
Beli.>rc \\C stan do )OU ha\c an~· que~tion.~ about the rese<~rch or this inten1ew'1

I have set themes und question> to £1.lllde the mter,ic\\. but I rna) de,·iatc from these 1fsomethmg ~ou sa)
interestmg diSCUSSIOn

lcaJ~

mto on

1'1'1~\lh\?~ 'IAPF · check 11ftcr 30 mim

A: Ways principals describe g.ed

B: Ways principal justify their practice

I . Tell me about some oft he experiences (if any) you have had working with gifted
children.

2. How does your school catl'r for CWSA children?

3. What were the reasons behind your decision to cater for these children in this panicular way?

4 Are you happy with the way CWSA children and programmes are provided for by the Z
govemruent? (in terms of funding, curriculum, etc}

5 Why/Why not?
. Why c/o you tlunk fhi! xon•mnu!!lf cltvoJe:-. fo cuferfur CWSA clnldren 111 flu.~ 1no·1
Do you flunk flteve are leglfmwfe reasons?

6. Do you feel your school and teachers ofCWSA children receive sufficient support from outside

agencies when catering for CWSA children? (resources, training, r>ublic support)
7 Why do you think this is? Why/What makes this support
su ffi ci ent/i nsu tTtci ent?

8. Do you feel the CWSA children in your school are catered for sutliciently, not only by your

school, but also by outside agencies and the community? (i.e. in terms of both their intellectual
and emotional development)

9. Why do you think this is? Why/What makes this suppon sufficient/insufficient?

I 0. What changes, if any, would you like to see in the New Zealand education system in terms of

gifted education?

II . Why do you think these changes are necessary? I Why do you think change is
unnecessary?

Dcbrief"mg:
Recap main pomts for clarification
These arc all the questions I lulvc, is there 11.ny thlng else you would Re to add on this topic?

TURN OFF TAPE
Thank you for your tlnc, now the interview will go on to be transcribed and analysed. Your name will not be mentioned, but
some of the things you have said may be quoted verbatim. During the analysis I am looking not only at what you have said,
but why you sa1d - what functions the discourse serves.
Do you have any further question» at this stage?
Please feel free to eonta.ct me at any time if you have something further you would like to discuss.
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Appendix C: Consent Form
Pmwpals Discuss Gijied Education A Thesis in Discourse Analysis
undertaken by .Justine Rutherford

Consent Form
I ha1'e read the Information Sheet and hare had the details ofthe study explained to me.
My questions have been answered to my sati::.faction. and I understand chat I
may ask further question at any time.

1 understand 1 ha1•e the right to withdrcnrji·om the study at any lime and to decline to
answer any particular questions.
I agree to provide infonnation to the researcher on the understandmg that my name will
not be used wi1hou1 my permission. The mjorma11o11 will be used on~v for this
research and publications arising form thi.\ research proJect.
I agree do 1101 agree 10 the inten•iew being aud1o taped
1 also understand !hat 1 hare the rrgh1 to ask.for the audio tape 10 be turned off'a! at~V
//111(: during the interriell'.
I agree to parttc:lpate in thi.~ study under the conditiom ::.et vutmthe InformatiOn Sheet.

Sixned ............................................................ .......... .
Natue ....................................................................... .
Date ......................................................................... .
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Appendix D: il?formation Sheet
Prindpals Discuss Gifted Education A Thesis in Discourse Analysis undertaken by
JustineRuthe1jord

Information Sheet
page lof2
Please ensure you have read this sheet fully before signing the consent .form

Purpose anti Ratioua/e of the Research
In his account qfg[(ted education in New Zealand Moltzen (1996) 'a new era' which 'may hold
more promise than many previous periods' - however he is not fully optimistic: "there is ... no real
reason to believe that any improvements will he more enduring than the short- lived gains ofthe
past." (Moltzen, 1996: I)' Is this pessimism due to thefactthatthe view and alfiludes of
educationalists, as seen through I heir language. has changed lillie in the last cemury? A study qf
alfitudes is important if one is interested in examining current practice in gifted education
O~jectives

Through the research design ofdiscourse analysis it is intended that this study will
examine the discourses used by school principals when justifying and describinJ< current practice
in gifted education in New Zealand primmy schools. These discourses will be examined to assess
their ideological nature and assumptions. The use <if the identified discourses will then be looked at
in terms of the implications on both current practice andfuture initiatives in g[{ted education
17?e spec[fic research objectil•es are:
investigate the ways principals describe andjust(fy the treatment ofg[{ted education in New
Zealand
Explore the implicatiom of the.se positions and the ways they are just(fied in the context qf
lt•ider beliefs a boll! the nature <if equity and equality in education
Explore how these beliefs perpetuate continuing inequalities in gifted education.

Research Que.<Uinm;
• What are the common discourses employed by primary principals when discussing gifted
education?
• What reasons do principals ~ive for the nature and extent qfg({ted education programmes
curremly practised at their schools'!
• What functtons do the ident[fied discourses serve?
• How does the use of such discourses impact 011 practice in education?
'Moltzen, R (1 996) Historical Perspectives. In Moltzen. R. & McAlpine, D. (I 996) Gifted and
Talented. New Zealand Perspectives. Palmers/on North: ERDC Press
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The Researcher
1 am Justine Ruthe~ford. a student at Massey University, and this research is intended.for the
pmpose of completing a thesis report as part ofa Mas1er o.f Education (Special Education). My
contac1 details are: Justine Ruthe1jord Ph: -1-13 1198
PO Box 31 -132
Milford, Norlh Shore Clf)'.
Email:jgrwhetford(a-).hotmail.com
771e supen•isorfor tins project is:
Tracy Riley
Massey University Pri1•a1e Bag I I 222 Palmerston North
Ph: (09) -1-13 9700 I (06) 3 56 9099

Tire Participn11ts ami their role within the research
For the purpose <?f I his study a sample qffi1'e Aucklaml pnmary school princtpal.~ hcll'e been
selected random~r u.~mg a ::.ystemattc sampling procedure where e1•ety lllh name was selectedfrom
a Its/ qfall Auc:kkmd pnmary schools. Upon ii!(Ormed consent principals 11111 be a.sked to
p<:micipate 111 a prll'ale mterwew wilh the researcher. II is enl'isioned 1hat each nuerview wt/1 take
approximate~v one hour and will be held in the parttcipam:5 place of business. AII mterviews will
he recorded on audio casselle and 1hen passed to an indepenclellf person to be tran,crihed.
lnten•iews will be transcribed fully as it is the exact stmcture of the language that/.\ qf imerest.
Ethical Concerns
Massey University /~'thic.~ ( 'ommittee approml has been sought for this research.
Anonymity and Confidential/~~·:
Participallls II'til he contacted by telephone or mail by the researcher only andfor the purposes
melllionecl abow on~)'. .Vame<: and comact cleiClils ofparticipcmls will not he gll'l!ll out to m~r other
person by the researcher.
• A conjideutwllly agreemelll will be obtailledfrom the perso11 employed to trw Hen he the tapes
beforehand. All audiO casselfes and theirtran~cripts wt/1 he kept in a locked.file cahmetm the
researchers primte home. Names and idemtfying symbols will be deleted or obscured.fi·om all
docume11ts for the sake of COI?/identia/iry. Participants will he iclenttfied using a code known only to
the researcher.
The final presentation of this research will inl'olve 110t on~y a report <?f the fuidings but also
actual examples of the data collected (ie: samples qfthe text). Confldentiali~)' and mtOJ~\'IIIity
qfsubjects becomes a pmcttcal difficulty whe11 the researcher is presenting l'erbatun mten•iew data
for the purpose ofdtscourse analysis. Ewn I hough names u if/not be used indtl'idual., are
sometimes identifiable by the origi11ality of their quotes or any peculiar speech patterns.
Although other research methods would encourage generalisalions or the deletion ofidenttjyi11g
characteristics ofresponses when preseming data (eg. "most people agreed'') dtscourse analysis
relies on the specifics of language for its analysis and therefore data must be presented in its
origin form. Participallls need to consider the potenttal consequences qfsuch a presentation of
data before they agree to participate in the research.
Tile Rights of Participants
A/1 participants have
• The right to decline to participate;
• The right to refuse to answer any particular questions;
• The right to withdraw from the study at any time before publication;
• The right to ask any questions about/he study at any time during publication;
• The right to provide utjormation on the understanding that your name will not be used unless
you give permission to the researcher;
• The right to be given access to a summary ofthe findings of the study when it is concluded.
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